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to Ford To Open
Local Office
U. S. Senator Wendell H. Ford will
officially open his full-time field office
in_Murray-on,December 10.
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rd will be at the office from 2-5
with area' residents. The
office will be located in Room 201 of the
Murray Post Office Building and is the
fourth field office to be established in
Kentucky by Ford. The others are in
Louisville,Erankfort,and Owensboro.
"This office will serve a 20-county
area in Western Kentucky," Ford said.
"It will enable us to better assist individuals, local officials and communities with problems they might be
experiencing with the federal government.
"I feel very strongly that district
offices serve to help break down the
barriers which too often isolate the
public from their elected officials, and
this'is why I place such an importance

on them. They encourage more personal attention and enable me to better
serve the people I represent."
According to Ford, the office will be
staffed by Ted Bradshaw and Gloria
Boy. Office hours will be from 8:30 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m., Monday through Friday,
and the office telephone number is 502753-1852.
Ford said that Bradshaw's duties will
include regular visits throughout the
area, as well as a chte working
relationship with the Purchase, Pennyrile and Green River area
development districts.
The Counties to be served by the
Murray office include: Hickman,
Ballard, Carlisle, Calloway, Graves,
Marshall,
McCracken, Fulton,
Livingston, Lyon, Trigg, Crittenden,
Caldwell, Christian, Todd, Muhlenberg,
Hopkins, Union, Webster and Henderson.

Calloway Student Is
Awarded Scholarship

The Murray Church of the Nazarene took first
place honors in the non-commercial division of
the Murray Rotary Club Christmas Parade ,Saturday. Second place in that division went to Carter
PTA. A Rotary spokesman said awards certificates will be given to the Kaye Taylor Twirlers,
and also to the five bands in the parade: Murray
High, Murray State, Calloway ,High, and thettwo
Murray, Middle School bands. The spokesman
expressed the club's appreciation to all the entrants, and for all the cooperation from those insolved in staging the parade.
Stall Photos br David Hill

Kentucky Award that will be presented
The Calloway Co. High Speech Team
at a banquet on Saturday night after the
won second place sweepstakes honors
tournament.
in the annual Krider Invitational
The Laker Speech Team will take a
Speech Tournament at Paris, Ten.,
Saturday.
"t2ITSWIy placed second with first
place honors being taken by Marquette
High . School of Wisconsin, former
national champions of the National
Forensic League. There were fifteen
schools from five states competing.
Nada Frazier, a junior speech team
member, won first place in dramatic
interpretation and was awarded a
$100.00 scholarship by the Rotary Club
of Paris, Tenn.
Karen Edwards and Gail Tucker
were eliminated by Madison High
School in the semi-finals of debate.
Karen and Gail had three wins and two
losses.
Calloway's Speech and Debate coach,
Larry England, has accepted an.. in- vilation to the University of Kentucky
Holiday Round Robin Debate Tournament, Dec. 10 and 11. Kevin Bowen
Nada Frazier
and Randy Hutchens will represent
break after next week's tournament.
Calloway Co. High. Seven teams from
The Lakers will host tite Dr. Ray
Kentucky and Ohio have been accepted.
Mofield Speech and Defiate TourKevin Bowen has been nominated for
the Outstanding Speech i Student of .nament on January 8.

t

Local Democrats Elect Precinct Officers;
Executive Committee To Be Elected Saturday
Democrats in Calloway County as
well as the rest of Kentucky elected new
precinct officers Saturday as the first
Step toward electing county executive
committees next Saturday.
Chosen Saturday were precinct
committeemen, committeewomen and
a youth member under 30 years of age.
The precinct officers will serve .
fouryear terms.
The newly elected precinct cOrnmitteemembers will meet next
Saturday in all but Jefferson and
Fayette Counties to elect county
executive committees that will attend

to much of the party business on the
local level.
Wary Jane Littleton, chairman of the
Calloway
County
Democratic
Executive Committee, said the local
participation light.
"That (light participation) is what
makes the problems we've been
having," Mrs. Littleton said.
Mrs. Littleton said she did not know if
the light turnout could be attributed to
voter "unconcern" or what, but the
lack of participation did create
problems for the committee.
Incomplete results of the balloting, as

Kenny Imes Is Named To
Chair State Committee
Fifth District State Representative
Kenneth C. Imes was named Chairman
of The House State Government
Committee last Thursday.
The Committee, considered the
second most powerful in the Commonwealth, overseas the entire
operation of all State. Agencies and
departments.
The appointment of Imes came due
to the resignation of Rep. Fred Morgan
of Paducah, who resigned to take a post
on the Crime Victims Compensation
Board. Morgan, a Democrat, from
Paducah, resigned his seat after 25
years as a .member of The House of
Representatives.

Rain Today
- Cloudy with rain today, high in'the
low 50s. Rain changing to snow tonight,
turning colder with lows in the low 20s.
Cloudy and cold with highs in the low to
mid 30s Tuesday. Wednesday clear and
very cold.

Iknes, a twenty-nine year old
DeMocrat from Murray, is one ofthe
youngest Cttnunittee Chairmen in any
of the 50 state legislatures across the
nation and the youngest ever for
Kentucky State Government Committee.
Named Vice-Chairman of the
Committee during the 1976 Regular
Session of the General Assembly and
- Vice-Chairman of the Interim Committee, Imes is also the 5th ranking
member of the State's most powerful
Appropriations and Revenue Committee.
Imes, who is serving only his third ,
two-year term in the Legislature, is
also a member of the House Labor and
Industry Committee. He is one of the
few members of the General Assembly
to hold seats on three different House
Committees.
. The hew chairman, who represents
, all of Calloway County and part of
Trigg County, is expected to run for reelection in the Democratic Primary
next May.

reported by Mrs. Littleton for Callowa:.
County, are as follows. Additiona.
precinct officers will be announced a soon as the ballots are counted anr'
reported.
The results are listed with th,
precinct first followed by the con,
mitteeman, committeewoman an, ,
youth member.
Murray No. 1 — Loyd Arnold, Fred,
Butterworth and Steve Sexton.
Murray No. 4 — A. L. Hough, Donna
Mabry and Paul Taparaska.
Murray No. 6 — Carl Stout, Mr
Crawford Ray and Allen Jones.

County School
Board To Meet
This Thursday
Several items are listed on the
agenda for the meeting of the Callowa
County School Board this Thursday
evening. The board will meet at 7:30 p
m. in the board offices on College Farm
Road, adjacent to Calloway Count.
High School.
The board is scheduled to discos
expansion of the system's vocational
program and facilities; discuss the
orientation conference and state
convention of the Kentucky State
School Board Association; and discuss
the possibility of employing an additional speech and hearing teacher.
The board will also consider several
route items and will hear Supt. Jack
Rose's report dealing • with transportation, construction at the high.
school, the Title VI program and the
football program.
The school'board meetings are open
to the public and interested persons
may attend.

Murray N 7 — Woodriv* Rickman,
Mavis McCalnish and Bob Hale.
I See Democrats,Page 14

County Schools
To Locate Children
Not Now In School
The Calloway County School District
is making an effort to locate and
identify children who are presently not
enrolled in. school. Many of these
children' have physical,— mental, or
emotional hatidicaps...or are out of
school for other reasons, school
spokesmen said.
All adults in Calloway County are
asked to support this campaign to
locate children. If you know of a child
who is not in school please call Mrs.
Lucille Ross, Child Find Coordinator, at
753-3033.
"When the children are located and
evaluated as to their educational needs,
then future plans can then be made for
them," Dr. Jack D. Rose, Superintendent of Calloway County Schools,
said.

TODAY'S INDEX
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Horoscope
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4
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.10
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14
Deaths and Funerals
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Accreditation Is
Awarded Hospital
Murray-Calloway County
The
Hospital and Convalescent Division has
been accredited by the Joint Commission on .Accreditatfbn of Hospitals
JCAH t according to Stuart Poston,
administrator.
This accreditation, which covers
from July 1976 to July 1978, is the result
of an on-site survey made by field
representatives of the Joint Commission's Hospital Accreditation
Program ( HAP, Accreditation indicates that this facility has chosen to
operate according to standards set by
JCAH and that the facility has, in the
main, met these standards.
The standards, published as the
Accreditation Manual for Hospitals, set
forth optimal achievable goals of . excellence against which a facility can
.measure itself and be measured by the
Joint Commission's survey.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
and . Convalescent Division is one of
approximately 4800 general hospitals
throughout the United States that have
earned this recognition. There arc
approximately 7150 hospitals in the U S
accredited by Joint Commission.
The Joint Commission's accreditation Surveys are voluntary. It is
not legally necessary for a hospital to
be accredited, but health care facilities
have sought accreditation because it
represents a benchmark of quality that
is higher than governmental licensure
alone. The chief aim of the Hospital
GOOD GRIEF
ONLY IS
SHOPPING DAYS
*TiL CHRISTMAS /7
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Accreditation Program, one of four
such programs under the JCAH umbrella, is to help hospitals in their
pursuit Of excellence and thereby
provide a higher quality of care to
patients. The program also seeks to
recognize, and to identify for the public.
those facilities which meet its standards.
The Joint Conunissian began in 1918
under the auspices of the American
College 'of Surgeons. It was incorporated in 1951 with the support of
its present member organizations: the
American College of Surgeons, the
American College of Physicians, the
American Hospital Associatii..1, and the
American Medical Association. .141AII
is a Chicago-based, non-governmental,
not-for-profit organization. In addition
to hospitals, it has programs for the
accreditation of long 'tern' t arc
facilities, Psychiatric facilities, and
facilities for the rnentall!, retarded

Crouse Mobile
Home Gutted
By Fire Sunday
The double wide trailer home of Mr
and Mrs. Roger Crouse in the Coles
Camp Ground United Methodist Church
community was destroyed , by fire
Sunday about 11 - 00 a.m.
All the contents of the trailer including all clothes of the family were
consumed by the flames. Mrs 'Crouse,
the former Marie Warfen, and their
three children, Jimmy. 12, Lisa, 9, and
Lori, 5, were attending church and Mr.
Crouse was at the home of his parentS,
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Crouse, when the
fire occurred.
Mr. Crouse is employed at Cain and
Treas.
A shower for the family: will be held at '
the Coles Camp Ground United
Methodist Church on Thursday,
December 9, at seven p.m. and the .
public is invited,a spokesman said. ).
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Vows To Be Read
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Tuesday, December 7
Monday,December6
Senior Citizens will
Dexter
First
of
Lottie Moon Group
Baptist Church will meet at meet at Dexter Center at 9:30
seven p.m. at the church a.m.
parlor.
Drama, "Picnic," will be
Recovery, Inc., will meet at presented by University
Presbyterian Church, 16th and Theatre in the MS University
Main, at 7:30 p.m.
Theatre at eight p.m.
Quad-State Junior High
School Band Festival will
present a public performance
at seven p.m. at Lovett
Auditorium, MSU. Rehearsals
will be held throughout the
day.

and Richard E. Watkins
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Bynum of Murray announce the approaching marriage. of. their daughter, Deborah Sue, to
Richard E. Watkins, son of Mrs. Effie Watkins and the late
Royce Watkins of Hazel.
The bride-elect is a graduate of Calloway County High
School in the class of 1976.
Mr. Watkins is a 1972 graduate of Calloway County High
School and is employed at the General Tire and Rubber Company, Mayfield.
The wedding vows viill be read on Friday, December 10, at
seven p.m. at the Bethel United Methodist Church. No inttations will be sent,and all friends and relatives are invited.

Patsy Neale Directs Program At
Meeting Of Ruth Warren BYW
The Ruth Warren Baptist
Young Women of the SinkingSpring Church met in the
home of Jane Willoughby on
Tuesday, November 30.
Carol Turner called the
meeting to order and led in the
opening prayer.
Patsy Neale was in charge
of the program for the Week of
Prayer for Foreign Missior.s.
The lesson "Good News of a
Great Joy" was led by Mrs.
Neale.
Jane Stallons gave a
summary of the work of
Margaret- Waldrop and her
familylwho are missionaries
in Surinam. Linda Roach also
participated in the program
with Donna Hedges leading in
prayer. Joane Windsor led in
prayer for all missionaries
that had birthdays on this day.
Mrs. Turner presided at the
meeting. The
business
minutes were read by Carolyn

ick
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Eagle Scout Court of Honor
will be at First United
Methodist Church at seven
p.m.

Groups of ,First Baptist
Church Women will meet ag'
follows: Annie Armstrong
Books with Mrs. W. J. Pitman and
Great
Adult
'Discussion Group will meet at Dorothy with Mrs. Brent
'seven p.m. at the Calloway Outland, both at ten a.m. and
County PublicCihrary.
Bea Walker with Mrs. Allen
Russell at 7:30 p.m.
Coldwater United Methodist
Church Women will meet at
Group II of First Christian
7:30 p.m. at the church.
Church CWF will meet at the
church library at two p.m.
Chapter M of PEO will meet with program by Margaret
with Mrs. Henry McKenzie at Porter.
7:30 p.m.
Murray TOPS Club will
Douglas Civic Improvement meet at Health Center, North
Club will meet at the Com- Seventh and Olive Streets, at
munity Center on North seven p.m.
Second Street at seven p.m.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Sunshower and Puppets of Order of the Rainbow for Girls
Memorial,Baptist Church will will meet at the Masonic Hall
present a program at the at seven p.m.
Baptist Student Union at 6:30
Wednesday, December 8
p. m.
Ruth Wilson and Wesleyan
of First United
South Pleasant Grove Circles
Church will have a
Methodist
Homemakers Club will have a
dinner at the social
basket family supper at the potluck
church at 6:30 p.m.
Hazel Community Center at hall of the
6:30p.m.
Activities for Senior Citizens
Blue Grass State CB Club will be at the North Second
will meet at seven p. m. at the Community Center at 1:30 p.
Court House. Note change to m. Call 753-9725 by 11:30 a. m.
for transportation.
early date.

Carroll, and Joane Windsor
gave the treasurers report: A
special offering was taken to
purchase Christmas presents
for a child at Glen Dale
Childrens Home.
Mrs. Turner announced the
Christmas party to be at
Perkins on .December 14 at
6:30 p.m. Gifts will be exchanged and secret pals
revealed.
Ava Watkins was elected to
fill the vacancy of Martha
Terry in Mission Support.
The next meeting will be on
January 10 at the home of
Carol Turner.
Those attending were
Edwina Bucy, Joane Windsor,
Marilyn Newsome, Pat
Dalton, Linda Roach, Jane
Willoughby, Patsy Neale,
Judy Smotherman, Carol
Turner, Jane Stations, Ava
Watkins, Donna Hedges,
Carolyn Carroll, and Mary
Belle Boyd.

By University of
Kentucky County Extension
Agents for Home
Economics

CAIAENDAR
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Miss Deborah Sue Bynum

Coffee Cup Chatter

COMMUNITY

Man-made fibers and blends
in knitted construction
clothing have a tendency to
pill. This means small balls of
fiber form on the surface from
abrasion. It helps to wash and
dry these items wrong side
out. — JudyHetterman, Hickman.
+++++
In addition to cleaning out
your cabinets and closets
periodically to throw out old
medicines and household
chemicals,-' look for safety
packaging when buying
household substances, and
medicines. Keep all medicines
and cleaning products in their
original containers (rather
than in cups or soft-drink
bottles) and keep food
separate from household
POISON
products.
PREVENTION) STARTS
Maxine CLEANING AND OILING
WITH YOU.
YOUR SEWING MACHINE
Griffin, Clinton.

Ceramics will be at St.
Bethany Sunday School
Class, First Baptist Church, John's Senior Citizens Center
will meet at Fellowship Haltat ai one p. m.
six p.m.
Bowling for Senior Citizens
Foundational Sunday School will be at Corvette Lanes at
Class, First Baptist Church, 1:30 p. m. Call 753-9725 for/
will meet at seven p.m. at the transportation.
church to go to home of
Brenda Coop.
Arts and Crafts- Festival
Delta Sigma Phi will conti
Tuesday,December 7
at Beshear Gym of
Ellis Center will open at ten Student Center from nine
a. m. for activities by the to seven p.m.
Senior Citizens, Exercises will
Wednesday,Deceiriber
be at 10:20 a. m.,sack lunch at
Pottertown Homem ers
noon, band practice at 12:30 p. Club will meet with (Ma
m., and center closes at three Outland, 1502 Cant bury
p. m.
Estates, at ten a.m.

t_

Are you planning a

NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Girl Wilson mother
Donna), Rt. 1, Alm°.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Pam K. Ford and Baby
Boy, 417 W. 9th., Benton, Mrs.
Elcie M.Collins, Rt.8, Benton,
Mrs. Bonnie Searatt, Rt. 1,
Hardin, Michael J. Crain, Rt.
1-Box 194, Puryear, Tn., Mrs.
Laura
1129
Claxton,
Chickasaw, Paris, Tn., Mrs.
Annette Holden, Rt. 1, Almo,
Mrs. Darlene K. Williams,
Mahan Apts., Murray, Gary
D. Nance, Rt. 6, Murray, Miss
Dawn E. Walrath, P. 0. Box
17, Hazel, Mrs. Nellie M.
Merrell, 903 Vine, Murray,
Mrs. Dorothy E. Lefever, 415
S. 9th, Murray, John H.
Elliott, Rt. 5, Murray, Mrs.
Attie M. Harris, 1540W. Olive,
Murray, William SY. Brown,
508 S. 13th., Murray, Ervie G.
Willoughby Rt. 3, Murray,
Acre Miller, 1663 College
Terrace Dr., Murray, Mrs.
Janie Farris, Fern Terrace
Lag., Murray,0. C. Williams,
Rt. 8-Box 435, Murray, Mrs.
Opal Phillips, Rt. 8, Murray,
Mrs. Annie M. Stails, Rt. ,
Hazel.
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Michigan was admitted to the
union as the 26th state Jan. 26,
1837. Its capital is Lansing.

One of movies' most
exciting mysteries
"SASQUATCH"(G)

641 No Bus Rt

Pagliai's

followed explicitly for type of
lubrication and 'specific adjustments to be made. It
contains both directions and
illustrations. If the book has
been lost, try to get another
one from your dealer. It may
be necessary to write to the
your
of
manufacturer
machine. If so, give the name,
serial number and approximate age of the machine.
— Dean Roper, Mayfield.

MOVIES IN MURRAY

Call

Not included in Dollar Nit.
No Passes Accepted

I Thru Wed. I

753-2975
tor sour Christmas Part‘
Our ov%n private
Dining Room Upstairs
is available for an site group
up to 150 people
No charge for reservations

PAGLIAI'S
Il0 Main Street

641 No Bus RI

Thru Wed.

Central center

Thru WED.

121 Se.
In Oty

Til Friday

7:15
Nitely
8:30
Nitely

Closed 'TB Fri.

DELIVERY SERVICE TO ANY SIZE GROUP

INTERIORS
BY
EDWARD

4th Annual

Starts Monday Dec. 6th

12
All Accessories /
Regular Price

Hospital Report
12-1-76
Adults 137
Nursery 5

"Clean it first" is a safe rule to
follow if a machine is giving
trouble. Dust, grit, lint and
thread easily collect on the
working parts of the machine
to form, in time, a packed
mass soaked and gummed
with oil. This gummed oil and
dirt will interfere with the free
raining of the machine and
may cause it to jam and lock.
Your instruction book is the
best reference available for
the specific information about
any particular make or model
sewing machine. It should be

Christmas Party?

New Concord llogi akers
Delta Sigma Phi Arts and
Grafts Festival will be at Club will meet at tli Holiday
Beshear Gym of MSU Student Inn at eleven a.m.
Center from nine a.m. to
seven p.m. Call 753-9135 for
Ruth Wilson an Wesleyan
information.
Circles of Fir t United
omen will
Methodist Churc
Delta
Department of have a potluck supper at the
Murray Woman's Club will social hall of the church at
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the club 3:30 p.m.
house.
Christmas luncheon of
Kappa Department of Murray CountrY Club Ladies
Murray Woman's Club will will be at twelve noon with
hold its Children's Christmas Mrs. A. W. Simmons, Jr., as
party at the club house at 6:30 chairman. Bridge will be at
9:30a.m.
p.m.

• Laz

GENERAL TIPS FOR
MOBILE HOME DWELLERS
—Put quality and floor plan
first. Be sure the floor plan
suits your needs and activities; then consider size,
decor and conveniences.
—Take time to pick out a
reputable dealer. Check the
Chamber of Commerce in
Your community. The dealer
should stand behind his
product. —Make sure the
home meets the minimum
standards required by law,
you will find a rectangular
seal near the font door (below
center). —Be very aware of
financial considerations —
monthly payments; total
charge for placing the home
on its site and-what necessary
"extras" are required, but
may not be included, in a
quoted price. —Become
knowledgeable of the area
where you decide to locate
your home. — Juanita
Amonett,Paducah.
+++++

Lamps - from Traditional table lamps to contemporary chrome floor arches, % off
Genuine Oil Paintings - foreign & domestic - all sizes - many subjects '/3 off
Prints, Wallhangings, Tapestries, Wall Sculpture % tegular price
Light Fixtures - Chandaliers, Outside Post, & Wall mounts discounted up to 75%
Mis-matched & floor sample bedding reduced 15%
Design your own area rug from carpet sample squares starting at 3 for $1:00
Stock carpet & Vinyl from $1.98 sq. yd.
Fabric Remnants - all types of fabric - i per inch
2 price
1
Stock Fabric in bolts /

All Furniture Discounted
25% to 50%
Including sofas, chairs, bedroom group, and a wide choice of fables
Open Monday Thru Saturday 9 to 5 for this sale
Jo-T.

All sales cosh only and must be picked up
or delivered by Dec. 24th
c Master Charge welcome
Americard
Bank

?as. eall:167)7-‘
%.50-/.94
••

HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Edward Smith of
Murray has been dismissed
from Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah.

403 Sunbury Circle

•
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Spring fashions
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Hire a Handyman
And Don't Bug Mate

-vat. By NIBB, W.P. WILLIAMS
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The skin
is in!

It looks as though if we want
any blossoms, we must turn
our attention to house plants.
, And every little bloom is
highly appreciated just now. I
' have a double Impatiens that I
started from a cutting a friend
gave me and it is blooming
cheerfully. I just hope I can
keep it going through the
winter months. I planted some
paper-white narcissus in
water several weeks ago and
although the foliage is
luxuriant and gave great
promise, there is only one
stem of buds out of five huge
bulbs. That is the way it goes
But the most hopeful plant is
the tremendous Amaryllis
bulb that arrived all planted
and ready CO grow, a gift from
:my daughter and son-in-law.
It is already showing the tiny
'tip of a new leaf and I am
• watching it avidly. They are
among the most stately of all
home plants and bring the
-.feeling of Christmas right into
" your living room with its
•, brilliant red blossoms.
It isn't too early to begin to
think of our Christmas
decorations. It isn't necessary
to spend a great deal, just look
- around you and see what is
'in your yard. Some of the
evergreen shrubs,such as pine,
• juniper and holly, are
beautiful either just as they
- are or sprayed with white or
red. It seems to be a good year
for berries and Some of the
• older hollies are simply
• loaded. What snore could

anyone want than a spray or
wreath of this beautiful plant.
tied with a big red bow. Pine
cones lend themselves to all
sorts of uses. Lightly sprayed
with white they add to any
arrangement of greenery.
As I write this column
today, the snow is lightly
falling and it is a pleasure to
watch the birds as they come
to the feeders outside my
window. Of course the
Sparrows are there first, and I
can see several different kinds

of Sparrows. But now the
Cardinals are coming in,
making a spalsh of red against
the snow. I love to hear them
twitter, as if exclaiming over
finding such a hoard of food
Occassionally a Blue Jay
will fly down and the little
birds scatter, but soon come
back. The villain of the scene
is the Squirrel who takes over
completely. He sits in the
middle of the feeder, leaving
no room for anyone else. The
Sparrows have to be satisfied
with the seeds the squirrel
spills. It is interesting to
watch them You find that
each bird has his own personality. Some are greedy.
some seem to be saying
"thank you." Be sure to put
out seed for them, during the
freeze, you will enjoy it as
much as they do.
By 6.000 B.C., in Europe man
Was a sunple food gatherer,
and had domesticated the dog.

•
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me. Most guys would give up on a girl who refused to kiss
him.
I know I'm letting my boyfriend down because of my
hangup and I'll probably lose him soon because I can't expect him to go with me forever ill don't kiss him.
My Mom tells•me to force myself, but I just can't.
Other girls my age seem to enjoy kissing, but it's repulsive to me. Please help me.
HATES TO KISS

NEW INSPIRATION SERIES

DEAR HATES: Appiterttly your early experiences re,
lated to kissing are responsible for your negative feelings.
I recommend professional help to overcome your hangup.
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.

•
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COST OF HAVING
BABY GOING UP

at41
NEW YORK AP)- A newborn baby costs his parents $2,194, reports the Health Insurance Institute. While the major
part of this is hospital and
medical costs, the figure also
includes the expense of the
baby's initial wardrobe and
nursery items, as well as the
pother's Maternity clothes.
In the past five years, the
price tag on an addition to the
family has gone up by nearly
40 per cent. When the institute
conducted its last study in 1971
the cost of having a baby came
to abed $.1,600.

These Studio 3 interpretations of great works of Faith are equisitely
reproduced in rich Black on expehstve etght point gold Linen Finish
Currency Embossed stock Possibly nothing etas hke them A real joy
to own Should be shown together Each size 1104, ready to lrarne

REAL CONVERSATION WALL MOTIFS

Only $6.50 for the pair
,citycbng tom posto•• Aondlong
4110

emowoomin GUAIANTEfD SATISFACTION OA YOUR MOND' BACK offommo
-,,,, th,s ad with name and add,ess .3
,
1 .:heck or money order to

Studio Three

• 810 Guthrie Drive, Murray, Ky. 42071
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Make it (iVrtimk
-114*
a Seiko
Christmas
for him
and for her.

PTA Tackles
Violence on TN
CHICAGO I AP( - Violent
television programs and their
effects upon children are nca
under study by the Nationa
PTA in a project said to be the
first of its kind for the organ•
ization.
The one-year project, who
begins this fall, will include d

program of seminars, public
hearings and participation hi
PTA members nationwide .n
monitoring and evaluating
lence in television programming. .
PTA members plan a campaign of boycotts, letter writing
and personal visits to local stations, networks, sponsors and
legislators, according to the national office here.
Carol Kimmel, National PTA
president, says, "The public to
fed up with violent TV pr,
grams," noting ano recent poll
which she said revealed4hat 71
per cent of the public thdught
TV programs were too violent
"And if you're a parent, and familiar with the negative effect,
of violent TV on our childrer.
it's even more disturbing," she
adds.
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;
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Frances Drake

Especially Priced for
Christmas Giving!

C

•

rifying in it this season. Smooth
and flawless, bumpy and soft.
Dark, light., freckled. Skin.is in.
And what better way for
-siring designs to expose and
rejoice in the sensuality of the
*
human form than through soft,
feathery fabrics that cling, flow
By Abigail Van Buren
and become a living part of the
body they caress.
Halston used matte jersey for
"
his new wrap and tie, or peeDEAR ABRY: My father was a "Mr. Fixit." He could re- kaboo, pants. Each "kg is
wrapped from the .waist and
pair anything. Being the oldest, I had to hold his lights and
.The Freed-Hardeman College Associates of Murray-Calloway County will sponsor
hand him his tools, so I learned more than the average girl thigh. giving a side slit appearance and a sexy little glimpse
about many things.
'Tasting Luncheon to be held in the Community Room of the Federal Savings & loan
Seven years ago I married my high school sweetheart. of knees and calves.
building, 7th & Main Streets, on Thursday, December 9,from 11:00 a. m.- 1:30 p. m. This
Silk charmeuse, a rich and
He's a sweet guy. but•he doesn't own a screwdriver and
luncheon will consist of a wide variety of approximately 20 foods lobe eaten there or
`doesn't want one. He would land has/ walked five miles in a delicate fabric, was Used for
taken out, and prepared bs Calloway County woemn. Tickets for the meal are 51.30
blizzard before he'd change a tire.
much of Halston's evening apper plate and may be purchased from any Associate member or at the door on ThurI've done all the painting and repair work-even built
parel It formed the crisscross
sday. The recipes from each dish tasted will be available. All proceeds will go to furshelves and cupboards, and fixed electric appliances around halter top to gowns. The same
here. My husband can't even hold a rake, much less drive a to Lie itself wits an evening
ther Christian education at freed-Hardeman College in Henderson, Tenn. Pictured, left
nail.
to right are Associate members: Mesdames Jerry Bolls, publicity chairman: Don Dyt
bra wer: with long skirts or
Last night I went to sleep early. t I'm eight months preg- pantA for a bare midriff look. .
Frank Son el.154 Waher Pigg, rice-president; Willard Alls, president; lohn Tom Taylor
nant.) Somehow he broke the handle off the faucet in our
Os..a de la Renta liked
lohn
1% y ail- lim(anier and Robert Usrek.
bathroom, so he woke me up. Water was squirting everywhere, and he'd used all the towels in the cupboard to soak bared shoulders. His puffyit up. I got up. turned off the main water valve I he didn't sietivoil Cinderella gowns were
even know where it was), cleaned up the mess, threw the sasheii at the waist with wide
strips of satin, to allow the biltowels in the dryer and asked him what happened. All he
lowing taffeta skirts to stand
said was,"Don't buy me.Abby, he's a steady worker, is good-looking and doesn't out lute ripe mushrooms.
See-through county garden
drink, and I know he loves me. So what do you do with a
guy like that?
dresses were alluring in pale
TIRED
ice .,:ream colors. Pastel rosebuds were embroidered on
DEAR TIRED: You love him for his virtues, overlook his
some.
faults, hire a handyman and don't bug him.
Li Aimbez found 100 per cent
FOR TUESDAY,DECEMBER 7, 197S
. ray-ort to be a sensual fabric.
DEAR ABBY: I have a beautiful 24-year old collegeWhat
kind
of
das
will
are outstanding. And your gift
His culette dress in•dark blue
point of view.
educated daughter who is getting married soon. Her future
for mediation would make you
rcse print is open in front. tomorrow be' To find out what
CAPRICORN
husband wants her to keep a kosher kitchen. Do you think
an excellent arbiter in labor
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Light blue ribbon runs down the stars say read the forecast
she should.'
given for your birth Sign
organizations, in any dispute of
An appropriate time for
the sleeve and all edges.
PATTERSON, N.J.
business-financial character. In
reconnaissance. Make sure of
Mary McFadden liked a ARIES
wys,
fact, where business and
all procedures. Review precedbared
back
with
many
of
her
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 201
DEAR PATTERSON: Not unless he's Jewish,
finances are concerned, there is
ents and experiences of others
CilaptlanolaS tops and jackets.
Atop performance needs only
almost no heanch in which you,
for enlightenment.
To achieve this effect, the gar- your good management and will
could not succeed but, with your
DEAR ABBY: I'm a girl who's nearly 18. and I have this
AQUARIUS
innate executive ability,
1.14aberui-4eisairtg. For some weird reason, kissing turn's ment ties in one spot at the power - rarely found wanting
Jan. 21 to Feb. 191
leadership of a large corme off completely. I can't stand to be kissed by a boy, and I neckline. leaving the back com- in the Arien. Don't waste time
You must recognize your
on nonessentials and. above all,
poration could almost be called
pletely visibl,e.
can't bring myself to kiss one.
limitations, of course, but DO
don't underestimate minor
your destiny. T'he legal field is
Even ass - a child I hated it when a relative would say.
strive to widen your boundaries,
gains.
"Come here and give me a kiss."
I am dating a nice boy who has been very patient with

•

view.
Skin. Seventh Avenue is glo-

44.1

Her unevon hemline, pointed

in the front and back, gives a TAURUS
lingering view of the upper leg. TAfr 21 to May 21(
A Lures Chiffon in brilliant, sil-, A snore_or less routine day...
but some slightly unconventionvery and gold tones was used
activities during
fur these dresses. It i.lra fabric al and off-beat
the evening hours could be fun.
that moves when thb wearer, GEMINI
moves, and doesn't give in to (May 22 to June 21i
stray breezes.
Stimulating influences now
Pierre Cardin's kimonos are heighten your ambitions arid
illusionary silks. The) can energies, but don't overtax
yourself. Delegate some tasks
be worn alone, for the woman
to associates
who cares ,not, or over a tube CANCER
top. A delicate, antique ' silk (June 22 to July 23( 1134,:2)
screen floral design adds a deFine 'lunar influences A
mure quality to the flowing favorable report now gives you
the "green light" to go ahead
jacket.
Qiana is used for Clovis Ruf- with important plans, decisions.
LEO
fin's slinky, pencil-thin-strapped (July 24 to Aug. 231
gowns. In a short, black verTone down your, innate
sion, an intricate strap system
aggressiveness and self-witl
holds the dress up and the body
now. Certain associates will be
in. Cut low on the sides, there
oversensitive, will resent inis a glimpse of torso. The longterference of any kind
VIRGO
er dress fits snugly over the
torso, reveaiing every fold and

curve, and then falls loosely to
the ankles.
Meat—a !‘lajor

Production

hops, roasts,
Steaks.
ground rnat and all the
other cuts obtained from
livestock production don't
just appear at the retailer's
counter or
the restaurant
table. A 1:roduction cycle
ranging trom months to
years is 1. hind every cut
meat. Du r- rig this, ryrte, expenditure, are made for
labor, capital investment.
taxes, de;•reciatinn energy
transportation. marketing
processing, packaging and
distrihution. These eapenaes an: In addition to the
basic cost,for FAiying, hreeki
ing, feeding and caring fur
the animal,

final

(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23(
A good day for dealing with
superiors, with persons in
authority generally. Arty or all
should be, receptive to your
ideas.

broaden your horizons. Your
imagination at a peak now.
PISCES
•
t Feb. 20 to-,Mar. 20) •
Your intuition is one of the
strongest in the zodiacal
spettriirb. If you get a hunch
now, act on it. Stars are on your
side.

YOU BORN TODAY are an
extremely talented and competent individual. Your good
judgment, organizing abilities,
imagination and benevolence

Wee another tine outlet for, your
talents but, in your case, it
probably wouldn't lead to
politics - though you could
outstanding
an
become
diplomat or ambassador. Other
fields in which you could reach
enviable plateaus: literature,
journalism, music or the
theater. .Birthdatiz--ciL.-Allan
;
Cunningham, ScottishHeywood Broun, journalist: Eli
Wallach, stage and screen star

Visit The Wicker
Wonderland of
The

Bamboo
Garden
1914 Coldwater Rd.

LIBRA

(Next door to Tucker I.V.)

Sept. 24 to Oct. 23(

This could be a livelier day
than anticipated, and YOU can
meet all situations with grace
and agility Romance favored
SCORPIO
{ Oct. 24 to Nov 22(
A fine outlook. Avoid the
unconventional, hasty or
erratic, however. You have real
opportunity: to achieve; don't
spoil it through indifference or
sporadic effort
SAGITTARIUS
‘Nov, 23 to Dec 211 4
3 -1P'
-Some interesting activities
indicated, .but certain -dull"
matters will require attention
nonetheless. 'Attack
with
determination and a realistic

During Our

Grand Opening Week
Insio,
$1000 Off All Fanback Chairs
10% Off All Plants
Don',

harge & Bankamericard ac«•pted
torget to register for Free Wicker gifts

lit he gisen away Dec. II

Mon.--Thurs.
753-0317

,Fri. 9-8 Sunday 1-5

IC

=
Seiko Combines
Automation and
Beauty. Priced
From a Low

in our

Nr?,/v
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Gold Cuffs Gle
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El:It-to-the-wrist
C.if is - The bricelei.
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to -collect Come see
our glorio.JS
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Open every night til Christmas
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Buy Now and
Pay Next Year
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411 114
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to give, to get
or iust for yourself.
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416 Brii;
Murray, KY."
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Free Gift Wrapping
BC sure to visit the
Shoe Bi,, - Dixieland (enter
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/
1
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Starting Friday, Dec. 10
Open Until 8:00
Sundays 1-5
Til Christmas
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Humanely Speaking

Agree Or Not

Number of Judges
Is Thorny Problem
By S.C. VAN Cl:RON
R A NK OR T — The thorniest
problem the legislature faces in this
special session is deciding the number
of district judgeships to authorize in the
court reorganization omnibus bill.
The Judiciary-Courts Committee has
l'ecornmended 134 district judgeships,
but Gov. Julian Carroll has warned that
he sees a financial crisis for the 1978
legislature and is recommending a
conservative number of judges, in the
neighborhood of 90. In the sake of
economy, commissioners would be
appointed in other places, not
necessarily qualified lawyers. Commissioners would be paid less than
judges.
The danger of following a too conservative line is that the legislature
would bypass the intended spirit of the
Judicial Amendment approved by the
voters. The amendment spelled out the
elimination of non-lawyers as trial
judges.
Go,. Carroll has had a lot of pressure
put on him by the County Judges
Association to restore them some
power that was taken away by the
amendment. The duties of the present
county judges, beginning January 1978,
will be relegated to that of an administrator of the business affairs of
their counties.
They Will lose their power of holding
courts and doing favors for chosen
citizens. They don't like this. Just being
chairman of the board of directors for
fiscal affairs ,of the county doesn't
•
appeal to many of them.
However, they should welcome this,
for it removes that office from any
controversy and makes it one of service
like the county clerk's office. Clerks are
in an enviable position for being. reelected. All they render is services and
they rarely make anyone mad.
Regrettably, Gov. Carroll bowed to
the pressure of the county judges last
Wednesday when he recommended to
legislative leaders that a local
nominating committee, composed of
five persons, including the county
judge, recommend three names to the
elected district judges for appointment
of trial commissioners in counties and
areas where there is no elected judge to
preside.
This is pure political sop, and is a
digression from the stance the governor
took in his campaign for a full four-year
term. He' and Republican Candidate
Robert Gable both agreed to support
the judicial amendment, and they did.
Now, he is reversing his position.
He attaches a plea for economy to
this. Court costs will be set, slightly
higher in most instances than they are
now, and they will be uniform across
the state. Broad discretion has been
allowed county judges by present
statutes, but the new statutes to be
promulgated this special session are
expected to be more restrictive on
discretion.
No one really knows how much in
fines and forfeitures will be produced
under the new system, but it certainly
will be more than is now generated by
the local 'courts. State Police records
here show that magistrates and some
judges are dismissing or filing away
many charges brought by State Police
in their courts. It's the old home-town
favorite game that has long been
played in Kentucky.
Accounting systernS of some.judges
have been suspect and audits by the
State Auditors office have found in
many cases that not all fines and fees
collected have found their proper route
to the local treasurer's office where
they should wind up. Some get these

I

Let's Stay Well

Written By The Humane Society Of Calloway County

CANINE DISTEMPER
Canine distemper is a very conagious viral disease of dogs with high
norbidity (the number infected) and
By S. C. Van Curon
.nortality rates. Some other species
found to be susceptible to the disease
mixed up with their own money.
are wolves, foxes, mink, raccoons, and
There is a theory going around here
ferrets (weasellike animals). The
that the governor doesn't want to
desease has an incubation period of
"make the courthouse crowd mad" about 10 days. Once symptoms appear,
before the next gubernatorial election.
it is only a matter of days before death
He wants to keep his relations with
occurs. The distemper virus is tranthem cemented so he will have their
smitted by air; therefore, direct consupport for his chosen candidate next tact with an infected animal Is not
time.
necessary. The virus remains potent
for many days on bedding, in carpets,
If the county officials aren't satisfied
on food and water dishes, and on
with the judicial article that comes out
anything that has come'in contact with
of thisspecial session, the governor can
the infected dog. It is necessary that
always say, "I did all I\could for you,
everything which has been exposed be
but the legislature on, the Supreme
either destroyed or disinfected and that
Court had their way."
no other dogs be' brought on the
It's the old political -game all over
premises for at least three or four
again despite what the people said in
months.
November 1975.
Symptoms of the disease include
listlessness, high fever (normal is 101.5
Letter To The Editor
deg.), loss of appetite, weight loss,
dehydration, weakness, watery
discharges from the eyes and nose,
vomitting, and diaherra. Often there is
an unpleasant body odor. The animal
may develop a cough which will
gradually worsen as the infection
Dear Editor:
spreads throughout the lungs. In
The members, directors and boosters
puppies, red spots may appear on the
of the Murray High Band wish to thank
belly and down inside the thighs. These
everyone for their participation in 'our
spots later develope into sores which
annual citrus sale. Most of the fruit has
form crusty scabs. As the disease
beep delivered and we hope you are
progresses,the discharge from the eyes
pleased with it.
and nose becomes thickened and enThis year's sale was our most succrusted so that the eyes are often glued
cessful to date and the funds raised will
shut and the nose plugged by the
be very helpful in sending the band to
material. Secondary infections such as
Wisconsin in June to compete in the
bronchopneumonia may set in due to
nationals.
the animal's weakened condition.
Sincerely,
Since distemper attacks the nervous
Joe R.Sills
system as well as many body tissues,
MHS Band Director
infected dogs will often develope
"chorea" which is a constant muscle
twitch or tremor accompanied by
muscle weakness and pain. These
tremors may affect the muscles of the
face, neck, and limbs and may be mild
It is the custom at formal weddings
to severe. Upon the appearance of
for the bride and groom to approach the
chorea, death is usually just a short
altar separately and slowly. Like so
time away. However, if the dog does
many othee folk styles, it is wholly
survive the onslaught of distemper, the
practical. It gives the intentioned pair a
Musele twitch will remain for the rest.
last chance to doubt, preciptiously
of his life. In mild cases of chorea, it is
change their minds and bolt for the
possible for the dog to live with the
door.
tremors under the influence of good
nursing care, a good diet supplemented
with vitamins and minerals, and
sedatives if needed. In severe cases of
chorea it is often desirable to euthanize
the animal because of the pain and the
inability to control the severity of the
Federal Level
tremors.
U.S. Son. Waiter."Doe" Naddloston(D)
Upon exposure, the distemper virus
3327 Dirkson Boildiag
enters the body, infiltrates the body's
Witoklagton, D. C. 20510
cells causing infection in the entire
respiratory system, the biliary
U.S. San. Woodall N. Ford(D)
passages (these carry bile, a greenish
4121 Dirks's' Illaildiag
Waskingten, D. C. 20510
' fluid secreted by the liver, which aids in
the digestion and absorption of fats in
U. S. Rep. Carrel Hubbard, Jr.(0)
the upper part of the small intestine
423 Canon /loose Office Badding
called the duodenum), the ureters
Wasbiagton, D. C. 20515
(these
carry urine from the kidneys to
Representatives
and
Senators
All U S
the
bladder),
the bladder, and the
dialing
telephone
by
by
may be reached
uretha (this duct carries urine to the
202 221-3121 where a U S Capitol
operator will connect you with the ofoutside of the body during urination).
ficial of your choice
The virus then enters the nervous

MHS Band

Says Thanks

Isn't It The Truth

How To Reach
Your Elected Officials

State Level
State Si.. Rickard doisonborpor ID)
State Capitol bricks
Frankton, Ky. 40601,
or
Ron* 7, FilayfieW, Ky. 42066
State Rep. Konnotk C. hums(D)
State Capitol
Frankfort, Ky. 40601
If
201 S. 3rd St., Murray, Ky. 42071
55.5. 1.p. Uoyd C. Oapp(0)
State Capitol Maud
Frankfort, Ity. 40601
or
P.O. Bonin, dingo, Ky. 420118

A

Bible Thought
Today
Jesus said unto him, Thou
shalt love the Lord thy God with
all thy heart, and with all thy
soul, and with all thy mind.
Matthew 22:37.
It is easier for a man to think
he loves God, than it is to be
kind to your own family and the
people you work with.

Hearing Impairment
Among Children
4b,

Hearing impairment among
children is corrunon, and it may
go unnoticed and undiagnosed
until the affected person is unnecesliarily handicapped.
According to the Health Insurance Institute, about 40,000
children in the United States are
prcioundly deaf, and over 328,000 additional youngsters have
moderate to severe hearing Ices.
Impaired hearing may be present at the time of birth or may
occur later as a result of virus or
bacterial infections. Chronic
allergies and accidents may
bring on hearing lass.
Alert parents continue to be
the meat likely persons,to notice
a hearing problem in a child
In general, if an infant or older
youngster appears not to respond to a sotnd or noise, his or
her hearing should be tested.
Also, if a child has difficulty in•
9

Editorial, and opinionated article, on this page are preaented for
tfic purpieoe of providing a forum for the free exchange of differing
opinions letters to the editor in respOnae to multi/oats and
opinionated articles are encouraged
Me editors at this neuspaper sorting!, beliese that to Iitiiit
...nominated article, to onl, those which parrallel the editorial
ilosopils of the. new %paper would be a disser• e to our reader,
tfood ors or urge readers %Au du not agree nub an editorial *and or
roluinn. to respond
t5, iS-as presented trs an individual ismer in
'
i'dunt. to ths. part't ukir iNswe f0ufl disrtisNed

By FJ L Blasingame, M.D
I.
language or s1.nsh. a check of sight, possibly because many
hearing is indicated.
persons fail to realize the
Any such noted impairment
prcgreas that has been made in
with hearing should be broup)it the last 30 years in treating deafto the attention of the child's ness medically, surgically, by
physician, who may want a con- hearing and and through
sultation with an ear specialist rehabilitation
((trios/SO who deals regularly
Parents who are concerned
and think their child may have a
with such probkins
Diagnostic and testing hearing problem may want to
request a hearing checklist
methods have developed to such
which outlines behavior exan extent'that they can be earned out accurately on a child of pected of a child at various age
any age. Measurements can levels by writing to the Ameri- •
often be made of the exact can Smith and Hearing Associdegree of hearing las. This in- ation, 9030 Old Georgetown
Road, Washington, DC. 30014
formation is helpful in designing
After the subjects of interest are
appropriate treatment.
If the hearing disability is checked off the reference list
recognized early, many condi- and returned to the association,
tions which came later han- additional material will...*
dicaps can be avoided.or eased. mailed free of charge
Hearing impairment tends to
be more neglected than errors of
Mrs S.C. asks why diabetics
are in greater danger of blind•

rims from their disease.
k Impaired vision and blindness in diabetics result from
damage to the walls .of arteries
supplying the retina (diabetic
retinitis), impairing its light Perception by encouraging premature cataract forniation in
the lens of the eye and by increasing the incidence of
. glaucoma. A diabetic should be
regularly under the care of an
ophthalmologist to monitor the
eyes for disease.
Q. Mr. GS. warts to know it
losing weight. helps to lower
blood cholesterol
A. Even if you eat the,same
kinds of foods, but in lesser
„ &mamas, 'Teductuln of weight
toward notmal helps to lower
the blood level of chtilesterol It
also is lowered by exercise
Opal.* 1111111werl

%/LIMP in

system, traveling along the nerve
fibers (causing chorea)"and finally
entering the brain. Death can occur at
any point during the course of the
disease.
In treating canine distemper, the
same medical and nursing care
techniques as outlined in our previous
article on feline distemper may be
followed. In addition, special attention
to the eyes and nose should be given.
After cleansing the infected areas with
a mild antiseptic solution, such as boric
acid and water, apply an ophthalmic
ointment to the eyes and vaseline to the
nose to prevent drying and caking.
It is theorized that most dogs which
live in heavily populated areas where
large groups of dogs congregate (like in
cities) contract mild, undetected
distemper by the time they are a year
old. This would account for the fact that
older dogs show resistence to the
disease since this mild infection
provides a lifelong immunity. Dogs that
live in isolated areas such as farms in
the country are not exposed to the
disease as much and are therefore
more susceptible to severe infection.
They would not have a "street" immunity due to this lack of natural exposure. If a dog is fortunate enough to
survive an attack of distemper, he will
have a lasting immunity.
Since it is risky business to assume
that your pet has a "street" immunity
to distemper simply because he has
associated with a few dogs, it stands to
reason that some method of immunization must be used. An excellent
vaccine is available which will provide
the immunity that is needed. When a
pup is between 5 toll weeks of age he is
given a temporary distemper-measles
inoculation which will protect him for
about 30 days. At the end of this time, he
is given his"adult" inoculation whiZh is
actually a combination of three:
disease has an incubation period of
DHL). Leptospirosis is an acute inflammation of the kidneys and infectious hepatitis is an acute inflammation of the liver. The DHL
inoculation protects the dog against
these two infections in addition to
distemper. Yearly boosters are
necessary to keep the protection in
force. In dogs past the age of 11 weeks
that have never had the puppy shot
(distemper-measles), the DHL is given
initially followed by yearly boosters.
In conclusion, let me stress the importance of prevention. Have your dog
inoculated eacy year to protect him
from distemper. This disease is too
contagious and too deadly to take any
chances.

Funny
Funny ft orld
SHOW BUSINESS
Laurette Taylor was appearing on
Broadway in a mediocre show that was
playing to less then enthusiastic
audiences.
One night, at an after-theater party,
she was chatting with one of the guests.
After a while, he got up and made his
way to the other end of the room. Miss
Taylor, watching him idly, suddenly
stiffened and her face turned white,
She went over to the hostess and
declared angrily:
"I won't be a guest in the same house
with that man. He walked out on me
tonight at the theater."
"Are you sure?" asked the hostess.
"Of course I'm sure," snapped' the
actress. "I may,at times,forget a face,
but I never forget a back."
In the autumn of his life, the late John
Barrymore was asked by a reporter,
"If you had your life to live over, would
you make the same mistakes?
"Absolutely!" replied the Great
Profile. "But I'd start making them
much earlier."
Flo Ziegfeld, who thirsted for
publicity, was to sail for Europe,and he
told his press agent to make sure his
departure received front page
coverage.
The agent alerted reporters and
photographers to guarantee a royal
sendoff for the producer. But a few
hours before the ship was to leave, a
couple of big news stories came over
the wires and 7.iegfeld's sailing was
relegated to a paragraph on an inside
page. The showman was furious.
"What's this?" he demanded.
"It couldn't be helped," apologized
the prese agent. "There was a
revolution in South Ameriea and an
earthquake in Turkey."
"Well, if it happens again," growled
Ziegfeld "you're fired."
OTHER PAPERS SAY
A faint fanfare for Enchanted
Village, a new amusement park in
Buena Park, Calif., which canceled a
promotional attraction — a 40-foot
trailer shaped like an ark and conof
pairs
several
taining
animals—because of heavy mina. —
R.J. Evers in The National Observer.
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The Editor's
Notebook
By GENE McCUTCHEON
Murray Ledger & Times Editor
We would like to see the non-violent
family viewing hour continued on
television but not at the cost of
broadcasters'freedom.
- A Los Angeles judge has decided that
the policy requiring programs suitable
for family viewing between 7 p. m.and
9 p. m. was adopted by the National
Association of Broadcasters under
pressure from the Federal Communications Commission.
That, said U. S. District Judge
Warren J. Ferguson, was an unconstitutional invasion of the First
Amendment.
We agree that the government has no
right to interfere with the programming function of individual stations.
But the people in the viewing audience
individually have every right to make
their views known to the stations,to the
networks and to the advertisers. They
should do so whenever programming
becomes too violent or otherwise objectionable.
The broadcasters should answer to
their audience, not to the government.
0+0
Older people are becoming a major
force in the United States the American
Council of Life Insurance reports.
In 1900, 1 in 25 Americans was 65 or
older. That proportion grew to 1 in 10 in
1975, and if the present low birth rate
continues, will climb to 1 in 6 by the
year 2030.
0+0
What this country needs is a back-tothe farm movement that encourages
people to Jeave the city — with its
crime, grime, overcrowding and

pollution — for the countryside where
the concrete is whiter, the asphalt
blacker, the autos faster and where
eggs and milk come from the city in
handy-sized cartons.
0+0
The American Mothers Committee,
Inc. with headquarters at the WaldorfAstoria in New York, is the official
sponsor of National Mother's Day each
year. Its objectives are to strengthen
the moral and spiritual foundations of
the American home and give to the
observance of Mother's Day a spiritual
quality which highlights the standards
of ideal Motherhood and recognizes the
important role of Motherhood in the
home community,nation and the world.
A "Mother of the Year" is selected in
each state by a committee made up of
state AMC officials and selected
leaders of organizations engaged in
religious or civic work within the state.
From the state nominees a National
Mother is chosen by a National Jury.
Nomination blanks, issued by the
American Mothers Committee, give
specific information on qualifications,
required materials and date deadline
for nominating a worthy mother for
Kentucky Mother of 1977. Nomination
blanks and material due by February 1,
1977.
Nominating blanks may be obtained
by request from:
Mrs. J. Duard Pate, Chairman,
Kentucky Mother Search Committee,
9711 Galene Drive, Jeffersontown,
Kentucy 40299; or Kentucky Mothers
Association, Mrs. W. F. Aton,
President, 184 Bellaire Avenue,
Louisville, Kentucky 40206.

111EARTliN
Security Income. I have never visited a
HEARTLINE
HEARTLINE is a service for senior Social Security office before. What
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to papers should I bring with me when I
answer questions and solve problems — file my application? S. R.
fast. If you have a question or a
ANSWER: The exact evidence you
problem not answered in these will need will depend on your situation.
columns, write HEARTLINE, 114 E. In general you should bring with you
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio any of the following which ytin may
1. Senior citizens will receive have: your Social Security number;
prompt replies, but you must include a documents showing your date of birth;
stamped, self-addressed envelope. The if you own property, your last tax bill or
most useful replies will be printed in other papers showing its value; any
this column.
income tax papers for this year or last
HEARTLINE: My uncle is on year; and any bank books or other
Medicare and he has been in the records you may have that show.the
hospital for 55 days now. He does not amounts of your earnings, savings and
have any other type of health insurance other income.
except for his Medicare. He had to pay
Do not delay, however, in calling or
$104 when he went into the hospital. Will visiting your Social Security office. The
Medicare continue to pay his hospital people there will gladly assist you in
bill?
obtaining the papers you need.
ANSWER: Starting with the 61st day
your uncle is in the hospital he will have
to pay 826 per day through the 90th day.
In January 1977 a person on Medicare
will have to pay $31 for the 61st through
the 90th day they are in the hospital
Pvt. Glen B.(Bud) Gibbs, son of Mr.
during one benefit period.
For a complete understanding of and Mrs. Virgil Gibbs, has been
what the Medicare program covers, selected as "an outstanding trainee" of
Heartline has developed a book called Company A llth Infantry, Fort Ord,
"Heartline's Guide to Medicare." This Calif.
In high school basketball Murray
book covers the entire Medicare
High beat Farmington, New Concord
program and also has a sample claim
beat Murray Training, and Cayce beat
form with complete instructions on how
to fill it out. This book is in easy to Hazel. High scorers included John Hill
With 22 for Murray, Andrus with 24 for
understand question and answer form
Farmington, and Billy Buchanan with
with large print.
To order, send $1.50 to "Heartline's 25 for New Concord.
The Garden Department of the
Guide to Medicare," 114 E. Dayton St.,
Murray Woman's Club will sponsor the
West Alexandria, Ohio 45381. This book
Is completely guaranteed — if not residential Christmas decoration
satisfied, return it and your money will contest this year, according to Mrs. M.
be refunded. Please allow 30 days for 0. Wrather and Mrs. E. C. Parker, cochairmen for the event.
delivery.
Births reported include a girl, Donna
HEARTLINE: I am reaching 65 and I
Jo, to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Richard Nance
am going to apply for Supplemental
on November 24.
Mrs. Wylie Parker directed the
program at the meeting of the Hazel
PTA.
Baritone William Warfield was given
a standing ovation by a large audience
at Murray's second Civic Music Concert last night, according to a review
written by James Woodard.
---Jackie Vaughn is now serving with
the U. S. Navy in DaNang,Vietnam. He
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Claude
The Murray Ledger
Times is published
Vaughn.
even afternoon except Siindays. July 4, Christmas jas. New Year's Day and Thanksgiving by
Eqbn Watson of Calloway County is
Murray Newspapers. inc , 103 N 4th St Murray.
pictured at an exhibit at the National 4Ks . 42071.
Second Class Postage Paid at Murray, Ky
H.Club Congress in Chicago, Ill.
42071
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew J. Wilson of
SUBSCF41PTION RATES rn areas served by
earners. $2 25 per month, payable in advance
Murray Route Five will be honored at a
By mail an Calloway Counts 301 to Benton, Harreception on their 60th wedding andin, Mayfield. Sedalia and Farmington. Ky. . and
'Paris. Buchanan and Puns-ear. Tenn.,$15.00,per
niversary on December 11.
year By Mail to other destinations, $30 00 per
A special feature story from the
year
Member l Associated Press, Kentucky Press
University of Alabama on Stet* Doran,
Association sd Southern Newspaper Publishers
son of Mr. and Mrs. Wayne tran of
Association
Murray, is published. He is a nding
school on a football scholarship there.

20 Years Ago

10 Years Ago

The Murray
Ledger & Times
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Steelers Hoping Raiders Can
Pull Off Victory Over Bengals

By HOWARD SMITH
will win the division if they Patriots will get into the Cleveland remained in the
former
AP Sports Writer
teammates.
end in a tie with the Bengals.
playoffs as a wild card team.
running for a playoff spot by Washington is tied with St.
The Pittsburgh Steelers
Meanwhile, New England
Dallas wrapped up the edging Houston 13-10.
Louis at 9-4 in the NFC East
continue to chew up the op- dumped
New Orleans 274, National Football Conference
Elsewhere, Minnesota but has beaten the Cardinals
position and pray for a insuring
itself of its first East Envision title with a 26-7 topped Green Bay 20-9, Miami twice
this season. Thus, the
miracle. Tonight they will wapiti heetjl,
If the_ Pats win victory -over Philadelphia, outlasted Buffalo 45-27,- San
Redskins an wrap up the
pray in front of a television next
week and Baltimore Washington kept its playoff Diego downed San Francisco NFC
wild card playoff berth
set.
loses, New England will win hopes alive with a 37-16 romp 13-7 in overtime. Denver
next Sunday by beating
"We're going to try to will the AFC East.
If not, the over the New York Jets and shaded Kansas City 17-16, the
Dallas.
the Raiders to victory," said
New York Giants beat Detroit
Pittsburgh linebacker Andy
Dolphins 45, Bills 27
24-10 and ehicago rocked
Russell. "We'll be the biggest
Freddie Solomon returned a
Seattle
34-7.
bunch of cheerleaders the
punt 79 yards for one
In Saturday's games, St.
Oakland Raiders ever had.touchdown, ran 59 yards from'
Louis beat Baltimore 24-17 and
Oakland plays Cincinnati ..
scrimmage for another and
Los Angeles embarrassed
tonight and a Bengals' victory,7
scored a third on a 53-yard
Atlanta 59-0.
probably would mean no
pass play for Miami. That
Patriots 27,Saints
playoffs for the Steelers.
helped offset another brilliant
Steve Grogan ran for two show by Buffalo's 0.J. Sim"I'm going to watch the ball
touchdowns and threw for two pson7who carried 24 times for
game," said tackle Joe
for New England. Grogan has 203 yards. It was Simpson's
Greene, "but I'm ready to go
run for 11 TDs this season, sixth 200-yard game, an NFL
South," referring to his home
tying him with Johnny Lujack record. He gained 111 yards in
in Texas. "I think Oakland is
of Chicago (1950) and Tobin the first quarter alone. Don
going to play to win, but they
Rote of Green Bay (1956) for Strock, who went all the way
have nothing to lose or gain
the NFL record for quar- at quarterback in place of Bob
and I just can't see them
terbacks. Fullback Don Gnese for the Dolphins, threw
beating Cincinnati under those
Calhoun, continuing to fill in for two TDs and ran for a
conditions."
for the injured Sam Cun- third.
But he will be rooting for the
ningham, ran for 113 yards in
Raiders, anyway. The
Broncos 17, Chiefs 16
22 carries, his fourth straight
Steelers, having rebounded
Rookie Craig Penrose,
100-yard plus effort.
from a disastrous 1-4 start
making
his first NFL. start,
Cowboys
26,
Eagles
7
with .eight- straight victories,
Roger Staubach completed threw a pair of touchdown
including Sunday's 42-0 rout of
22 of 29 passes for 253 yards passes. but it took a 20-yard
winless Tampa Bay, are the and one touchdown as Dallas field goal by Jim Turner
hottest team in the National
wrapped up its division nudway through the. final
Football League. They have
championsh
ip for the eighth quarter to give Denver its
allowed only 28 points over
time in the last 11' years. eighth victory of the season —
those eight games. But unless
Philadelphia managed only 42 the most ever for the Broncos.
Cincinnati loses one of its last
Mike Livingston passed for
yards through the air.
two games, the Steelers,
the first Kansas City touchRedskins
37,
Jets
16
Super Bowl champions for the
Billy Kilmer threw for three down and ran for the second.
past two years, will not make
Giants 24, Lions 10
touchdowns and John Biggins
the playoffs.
Craig
Morton hooked up
Eddie
Willia
ms
carried
19 times for 104 yards
Since Cincinnati plays the
and scored twice against his with Ed Marshall on touchlowly New York Jets next
week, tonight's game should
E'S 11E:!. I! Er=
1
-11111:111
deuide the American Football
Conference Central Division
crown and the final AFC
playoff spot. Pittiburgh is 9-4.
Cincinnati is 9-3. The Steelers
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1 -Stop
Service
For Your
Life Health
Home Car
Farm
Business

YOUR CHOICE

ONE CARAT
CLUSTERS

299
MICHELSON'S

Create o gift Wrote something on a Speidel lden•
tification Bracelet ---- a zodiac sign, a phone number, something only you could say to only him.
Over
40 styles for men and women from 55 95 to 519
95
We .make them really beautiful You make
them
beautifully real

Lindsey's Jewelers

Ronnie Ross
210E. Main
Phone 753-0489

Former Mayfield Star
Eddie Williams Dies

I CARAT
DIAMOND

od a
bat

down passes of 35 and 11 yards
as New York, 3-10 over-all,
evened its record at 3-3 under
Coach John McVay. Detroit,
which lost the ball three times
on fumbles and twice on pass
interceptions,fell to 6-7.
Bears 34,Seahawks 7
Walter Payton rambled for
183 yards on 27 carries and
Bob Avellini fired three touchdown passes within a threeminute span in the third
quarter for Chicago.
Browns 13, Oilers 10
Brian Sipe tossed a 37-yard
touchdown pass to Paul
Warfield and Don Cockroft
booted a pair of clutch field
goals as surprising Cleveland
won its fifth straight game,
keeping 04 its playoff hopes
mathematically alive.

111

Eddie Williams, a 20-year-old basketball star from
Mayfield who was attending Lakeland Junior College in
Matoon, Ill., died during a basketball game Saturday night in
Olney, Ill.
Williams, who held many records at Mayfield, signed a
cage scholarship .at filurrayc State upon graduation from
Mayfield in 1975 and last seaSon, he played sparinglyfor the
Racers before transferring to Lakeland.
There was 8L33 left in the first half of the game between
Olney Central and Lakeland when Williams collapsed. .
. A Lakeland teammate was shooting a free throw and
Williams was standing in the lane, set in a rebound position.
Suddenly, he jerked and fell backwards.
Fans rushed to the floor and a doctor, who was-in the stands, took Williams to the training room where heart massage
was given. Williams never regained consciousness and was
pronounced dead at an Olney hospital.
—
Richland County, Illinois, coroner Susan Landis said
Williams was probably dead when he hit the floor. According
to the coroner, he died of a ventricular circulation defect
which was brought on by an enlarged heart, a condition
Williams was not aware of. It was known that Williams did
have a heart murmur.
The announcement of Williams' death wasn't made until
after the game, which Olney Central won by two points on a
last-second shot.
Williams had scored the first point in the game, hitting a
free throw.
He had been starting at forward along with former Murray
State teammate Vic Jordan, who scored 18 points in the
game.
Williams' death hit Mayfield and Murray State like a
shockwave.
He was considered one of the finest ballplayers ever in this
area. He was a quiet young man who had earned the respect
of area coaches and fans.
Three times at Mayfield, he was named to the All-District
Team and twice he was All-Region. His senior year, he was
chosen Second Team All-State.
He was the second all-time leading scorer at Mayfield, getting 1721 points in three seasons of varsity ball: He was the
all-time leading rebounder with 1064. He is survived by his step-father, Walter Thompson,and by
three brothers. He was proceeded in death by his mother.
The body is at the T. J. Sapp Funeral Home in Mayfield
where arrangements are incomplete.
A memorial service will be held at Lakeland Junior College
later in the week.

If you can put
yourfeelings into words,
we'll give you
a place to put them.

114 S 5th 753-1640
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Conaway Gains Revenge With
73-46 Romp Over Livingston

WELLS GRABS ANOTHER ONE-Mike Wells gathers in another rebound as he enjoyed a super
night on the boards for the Lakers. Marc Darnell (55) played his best game ever for the Lakers
according to the coaches. Gary BlaMe (32) and William Hill (42) watch for the Cards as Wells
cleans the board on defense.
(Staff Photo by Barry Wiiliom Drew)

SORRY CHUG-Chug Black (24) Livingston center is about to lose the ball to Marc Darnell(55)
and Jimmy Lamb (41) of the Lakers. This scramble is just an example of the inspired basketball
that Calloway played as they defeated the visiting Cards by 27 points in a super effort.
(Staff Photo by lorry William Drew)

Grid Standings

By The AssoAated Press
National Football League
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
Eastern Division
W L T Pct. PF PA
Bait
10 3 0 .769 359 226
N. Eng
10 3 0 .769 345 222
Miami
6 7 0 .462 256 235
NY Jets
310 0 .231 166 341
Buff
211 0 .154 225 305
Central Division
Cinci
9 3 (1. .750273 172
Pitts
9 4 0 .692 321 138
Cleve
9 4 0 .692 253 248
Hstn
5 8 0 .385 222 252
Western Division
x-Oak
11 1 0 .917 291 217
Deny
8 5 0 .615 287 192
S Diego
6 7 0 .462 248 261
K.C.
4 9 0 .308 251 362
Tpa Bay
0 13 0 .000 III 381
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
Eastern Division
x-Dllas 11 2 0 .846
167
Wash
9 4 0 .692 264 203
S Louis
9 4 0 .692 292 253
NY Gts
310 0 .231 156 233
310 0 .231 138 276
Phila
Ceuta-al Division
x-Minn
10 2 1 .808 276 169
Chcgo
7 6 0 .538 239 188
Dtrt
6 7 0 .462 245 200
Gn Bay
4 9 0 .308 194 279
Western Division
x-1..A.
9 3 1 .731 331 173
S Fran
7 6 0 .538 243 183
N Orleans 4 9 0 .308 246 319
AtInta
4 9 0 .308 152 288
Stle
2 11 0 .154219 402
x-clinched division title
Saturday's Remits
St. Louis 24, Baltimore 17
Los Angeles 59, Atlanta 0
Sunday's Results
New England 27, New Orleans 6
-Washington 37, New York
Jets 16
New York Giants 24, Detroit
10
Dallas 26, Philadelphia 7
Pittsburgh 42, Tampa Bay Q..
Cleveland 13, Houston 10
Minnesota 20, Green Bay 9
Miami 45, Buffalo 27
Denver 17, Kansas City 16
San Diego 13, San Francisco
7, OT
Chicago 34, Seattle 7.
Monday's Game
Cincinnati at Oakland, f n)
Saturday, Dec. 11
Minnesota at Miami
Pittsburgh at Houston
Los Angeles at Detroit, I n
Sunday, Dec. 12
Cincinnati at New York Jets
St. Louis at New York Giants
Seattle at Philadelphia
New England at Tampa Bay
Green Bay at Atlanta
Buffalo at Baltimore
Denver at Chicago
Cleveland at Kansas City
San Francisco at New Orleans
Washington at Dallas
San Diego at Oakland
REGULAR SEASON ENDS

2e

It CostsSo Little Ciro Save cA

A Professional
8x10 Color Portrait
only 88c
• CHOOSE FROM OUR SELECTION OF EIGHT SCENIC AND COLOR BACK
GROUNDS
•SELECT ADDITIONAL PORTRAITS AND SAVE UP TO COMPARED TO 1975
PRICES
• SEE OUR NEW LARGE DECORATOR PORTRAIT
• YOuRBOMPLETE SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR YOUR MONEY CHEERFULLY REFUNDED
• No obligation to buy additional pottraits
ONE SITTING PER SUBJECT- f t PER SUBJECT FOR ADDITIONAL SUBJECTS,GROUPS OR INDIVIDUALS IN THE SAME FAMILY PERSONS UNDER
IS MuST BE ACCOMPANIED BY PARENT OR GUARDIAN

DEC.

Tues. Wed. Thurs. Fri.
7
8
9
10

Sat.

11

Doily: 10 a.m.-8 p.m.
Sat.: 10 a.m.-6 p.m.

\s 4/ South 12th Street

By BARRY DREW
Ledger & Times Staff Writer
He sat up on the old desk
in the little office just off the
court at Jeffrey Gym and the
corners of his mouth just sort
of curled up in a smile.
"Pleased, I'm just pleased,"
he said, "best game we've
played this year!"
With that mild
understatement, coach Robert
Slone of the Lakers began to
unwind and savor the sweet
taste of victory, and maybe a
little revenge, just after
watching his team literally
wipe out the same Livingston
County team that had just two
weeks
before,
beaten
Calloway by 14 on their home
floor.
There really isn't any other
way to say it. Calloway just
pounced on the Cards and
never ,gave them time to
breathe; let alone play
basketball.
It was a different Laker
team Saturday night.
Gone were the costly turnovers and early foul trouble
that plagued Calloway at
Livingston. The Lakers
demonstrated a feeling
confidence that was
the earlier contest
ibly
this eonfidence w ,at least in
part, gained,iff a tough road
game, w9n by Calloway 67-56,
at Providence on Friday
t.
Assistant coach Clayton
Hargrove said,"We grew up a
lot in the win at Providence."
And it showed:
Saturday night Calloway
was never headed as they took
the visiting Cards down 73-46,
almost doubling the margin
recorded in the first game at
Livingston.
Livingston controlled the
opening tip, but had to wait
two minutes and 31 seconds
for their first field goal at 5:29
of the first quarter.
During that two minuteplus wait, Calloway was busy
putting six points on the board
on successive baskets by
Jimmy Lamb, Mike Wells and
Tommy
Futrell.
Wells
followed with a three-point
play and at 5:17 the Lakers
had built a-91.11 lead and never
gave it up.
With 3:01 left in the quarter
Mike Wells scored again on a
lay-up and the Laker lead
swelled to 11-2.
Livingston called a time out
I to regroup.
When the action resumed
the Cards outscored Calloway
6-2, highlighted by a 15-foot
jumper by Ricky Ringstaff at
the buzzer.
The first quarter ended with
Calloway holding a slim lead,
at 13-8, but that was as close as
the aggressive Lakers let the
Cards get to gaining the advantage.
Second quarter action would

prove that the Lakers had joined in a discussion about
come to play ball as they how it was that Livingston had
applied more pressure to the that extra man out there in a
improved game which only allows five
with
Cacds
rebounding and just plain men to a side under normal
conditions.
Chug Black controlled the
An extra man might have
second quarter tip for helped Livingston, but not
Livingston, but quickly the Saturday night.
ball found its way into the able
When the discussion ended,
hands of Mike Wells and he and it did seem longer than
galloped down the floor for, a any six minutes, the Laken
lay-up, at. 7:36, to boost the were awarded a technical,
Lakers' lead 15-8.
duly put through by Mike
Wells followed with another Wells, because the scorer had
lay-up, at 7:02, after sounded the horn for the
Livingston had once again Livingston substitution, the
controlled the tip on a jump official had noted the horn and
ball. The Cards charged back allowed the player onto The
with baskets by Black and floor, only the player,that was
Ringstaff followefl by a 15-foot replaced,failed to-reave when
jumper by Tommy Futrell at the time came:
6:23.
The last'shot of the half
Calloway continued the came om Mike Wells and
attack midway through the w
tipped in by Jimmy
second quarter with baskets,
b. When time expired
by Lamb and center Mfir6 C noway took a'13-point lead
Darnell. Darnell followed a to the dressing room at 33-20.
With action underway in the
shot for a nifty tjp4ui. With
4:21 remaining
Lakers had second half Ricky Ringstaff
pushed the'. ead out 23-14. got two at 7:26. Futrell
y Futrell added countered for Calloway with a
Swift T
two ore points on a driving 15-footer and Ringstaff came
y-up following a single right back with two more for
bucket by Wells ffrom the the Cards.
charity stripe.
Within a minute Futrell
With two minutes left in the nailed two more field goals,
quarter Livingston nailed the one on a lay-up and the second
Lakers for six straight points from 20 feet out. With the ball
cutting the Calloway lead to out to the Cards, Calloway
26-20. Calloway quickly called time out to talk things
recovered with field goals over.
from Lamb and-Futrell and
"I cautioned the boys about
once again the Lakers seemed being too generous on passes
to be in control with a ten- under the basket," Coach
point lead at 30-20 with just 57 Slone said. "We were turning
seconds left on the clock.
the ball over in situations
Someone up in the stands when, we should have added
yelled down to the officials points."
that Livingston had six men on
Stilt holding a 13-point lead,
the floor when the last Laker Slone sent his team back onto
score was recorded. The of- the floor and they quickly
ficials counted noses and,sure added four points on a lay-up
enough, there were six red by Wells and a driving lay-up
shirts on the floor and a by Randy McCallon with a
rhubarb was set to begin that super feed by Futrell just.
would delay the game at least underthe basket.
six minutes.
Livingston called time with
Coach
Ringstaff
of 2:27 remaining and the Lakers
Livingston approached the holding down a 43-26 lead. The
scorers' table with his hackles quarter ended with the Lakers
up and Robert Slone slowly up by 20 points and looking for
walked over from the Laker more.
bench and everyone, officials,
Calloway dominated play in
scorers, cttaches and the timer the fourth quarter holding at

least a 20-point lead for the
With two straight wins
entire eight minutes. During recorded,the Lakers go on the
the first three minutes the road Tuesday night to play
Lakers outscored the "Cards Marshall CowIty at South
10-3.
Marshall. ,Aty
Following a Laker time-out
--e'We'reitot very highly
at 5:06 Calloway began to slow regsrded as a power in the
the game down on instructions region,"
Coach
Slone
from Coach Slone.
reflected, "but with every win
"We wanted the boys ta-sd we gain confidence and we
up and run the four
/corner need that confidence for the
offense to gaineiperience stiff competition coming up."
against an aggressive club,"
He smiled, broadly this
said.
Coach S1
time, and he had good reason.
"I told-them to take the open
Callowory
shokhut to make them come
Eg ft ttp
out and get the ball."
9 5 4 23
Wells
8 4 3 20
Calloway played their of- Futrell
McCallon
3 2 2 8
fense well and the score Lamb
5 0 3 10
1 2 4 12
mounted as the open shots Darnell
30 13 16 73
Total
came and players were fouled,
Uebeistow
rpeatecily, as the Cards had
tg ft pf tp
2 3 4 7
to go after the ball. The score Black
2 3 0 7
Harrington
increased still more and at the Belt
0 2 0 2
2 0 5 4
final horn the Lakers left the Johnson
Ringstaff
4 0 3 8
floor with a 27-point margin Blaine
3 2'0 8
4 2 1 10
Hill
over the Cards.
17 12 13 46
Total
The Lakers moved up to 4-2 Livingston
8 12 9 17-46
13 20 16 24-73
Calloway
on the season with the win.

/One HOUR
DRY

cLeaneRs
Control Sboopiwo Center
4111 a. m. to 6 p. on.
6 Days A Week
Phew* 7519084
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FOLDED
OR
ON HANGERS

SHIRTS
Laundered to 5/1 19
Perfection
GOOD ALL WEEK LONG

Mix 'ern or Match 'em!
MEN S OR LADIES

TWO-PIECE
SUITS
1 PC
OR
PLAIN DRESSES!
NO LIMIT

/
Good hies
otied Thurs
Oct 76-9

.59

Junior High
Cage Results
At North Calloway
Seventh Grade Girls
East
0 2 0 2-4
North
12 0 15 6-33
East (4)-Overbey 2, Key 2,
G. Underhill, D. Underhill and
Chote. East record 0-2.
North (33) - Crick 2,
Tremblay 2, Hoke 8, Clhrk 13,
Lamb 4 and Hopper 4. North
record 1-0.
Eighth Grade Girls
East
4 7 7 7-25
North
13 13 8 10-44
East (25) - Mattox 1,
Burkeen 8, Charleton 12,
Atkins 4 and Garner. East
record 0-4.
North (44) - BlalrJey 3,
Morrison 6, Futrell 25, Carson
10, Hoke and Henson. North
record 1-0.

SHARE AN ANNIVERSARY
WITH FRIENDS
And register for

a free 10-speed bike
at Burger Queen.

Cage Scores
Florida 62, E Tennessee 59
Florida St 97, Austin Peay 86
Furman 100, Wofford 80
Ky. St 93, Wilberforce 79
LSU 87, S California 76
Maryland 58, Princeton 45
Memphis St 109, S Dak. St 71
Mississippi 68, TCU 63
Morehead St 96, Marshall ar.
Syracuse 76, Louisville 75
Tennessee 69, N C Charlo.t,
67
Va. Military 78, E Caro. 67
Virginia Teetr84, Ohio St :Dayton 92, W Kentucky 69
DePauw 90, Bellamiine 83
E Illinois 72, N Iowa 66
Tllinois St 81, CerifMich 76
Iowa 86, Drake 71
Kansas 74, Cent Missouri52
Nev-Las Vegas 115, Iowa St
80
Pepperdine 82, N Dakota 78

Anniversaries are special times. Times you
like to spend with friends. reminiscing
about the past and planning the future. Since
we're having an anniversary here at Burger
Queen, we want you to help us celebrate.

It's Our
5th
Anniversary

To show our appreciation to old friends and
new.. well be giving away a FREE
10-WED BIKE. Just come in this week
and register. No purchase is necessary.

Murray Store Only
Drawing to Be Held Monday,
Dec. 13

4110
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Impressive Racers Cruise To
85-70 Win Over Tough Butler
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10
I 46

V-73

THE SPARKPLUG - Lenny Barber(22) of the Racers goes sailing high in the air on a fastbreak
but has his shot batted down by Doug Mitchell(10) of Butler. Mitchell come down on top of Barber and was charged for a foul. Barber, only a freshman, scored six points and kept the Racers
running on offense.
(Staff Photo by Mike Brandon)

Racer Women Crack Century
Mark` Behind Mounts, Hayes
Playing one of their finest
games in several-years, the
Murray State
women's
basketball team exploded
Satlirday night in the Sports
Arena to crush visiting
Southeast Missouri 105-47.
Mursay zipped out to an
early lead and behind the
outstanding
play
of
sophomore forward Jackie Jo
Mounts and senior forward
,Debbie Hayes, the Racers
rolled up an early 20-point
lead.
The Racers would sweep the
boards and lire the ball
downcourt, getting numerous
baskets off the fastbreak.
By interniission, MtuTay
held a commanding 52-21 lead.
With just under five minutes
left in the game, Murray had
87 points on the board. But
with outstanding speed and
teamwork, the Racers kept on
nearing the century mark.
Finally, with just over a
minute left to play and with 99
points on the board, Murray
cracked the century mark as
freshman
guard Kathy

1/ OFF
73 ALL

Diatnot,td
‘PIERCED
EARRINGS
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I45 Who' or Gold 18
Rog 5150
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11110,V, Is
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Grid Scores
Saturday's College
Football Results
By The Associated Press
Houston 21, Miami,Fla. 16
SW Louisiana 7, NE
Louisiana 5
Texas 29, Arlwisas 12
Westminster 2N, Redlands 13
Texas Tech 24, Baylor 21
Nebraska 68, Hawaii 3
Playoffs
NCAA
Division II
Semifinals
Akron 29, N Michigan 26, OT
Montana St 10, N Dakota St 3
Division III
Championship
St. John's, Minn. 31, Towson
St 28
Bowl Games
Ohio Shrine Bowl
East 24, West 8
NAM Division I
Semifinals
Texas Add 57, Western St,
Colo. 14
Cent Arkansas 10, Elon 7
Coco Bowl
Salisbury St 61, Inter.
American 0
Shrine Bowl
Albilene Christian 22,
Harding 12
Orange B10860111 Classic
Florjda A&M 26, Cent State,
Ohio 21

The Racer women, now 1-1
for the season, will play Union
at 5 trifr.Tonight in the Sports
Arena. Wednesday at 5:15 p.
m., the Racer women will play
Louisville. That game will be
followed by the boys' game
between Murray Stafer-and
Troy State.
SEMO
21 26-47
Murray
52 53-105
SEMO 47)--Steppleman 7,
Beussink 11, Schakenberg 6,
Meuth 6, Truetken 7, Crawford
3, Wenneker 2 and Clark 5.
Murray ( 105)-Mounts 26,
Leimbach 2, Hayes 27,
Stokely, Blackburn 10,
Maddox 8, Gates 8, Parrish,
Hughes 10, Sindy Macovik 1,
Flory 5, Sandy Macovik 4,
Schwartz 3, Tramel 1 and
Schuster 2.

Team Sold
LOS ANGELES ( AP)-The
International League approved Sunday the sale of the
Pittsburgh-owned Columbus,
Ohio, franchise to the
Columbus Baseball Team Inc.
The club will play at a newly
refurbished $5 million stadium
and will have a player
development contract with the,
Pittsburgh Pirates.
The. IL also tentatively
approved the tender of a
franchise to Marvin Adelson
of Sudbury, Mass. He will
operate a franchise in
Pawtucket, R.I., and Will have
an affiliation with the Boston
Red Sox.

It

,Aioe

5.u,.,' 06 Owe 0,0••••••• S. I., I,

Bums

of to

5-17 3-4
1
6-10 1-1
7
---.443-44 -55-10 0-0 0
1-4 1.1-0 0
0-2 0-0 1
2-3 4-6 1

3 13
5 13

2 10
0 2
3 0
2 8
(1-0 0-0 0 0 0
2-3 0-0
1
1
4
2-4 0-0 1 0 4
3146 5-11 27 72 70.
Minna, 54•14
(141., rb pf to
Muff
12-20 all 9 3 12
'Woolard
6-14
1-2 5 0 17
Blastrtgatne
8-9
1-1 4 0 17
Warren
3-4
24 1 2
0-0
0-0 1
Wade .
0 0
2-4
1-2 12 4 5
Jarrett
0-0
0-2 1 0 0
Barber
1-6
4-4 1 2 6
HID
0-0
0-0 0 1 0
Totals
34-57 17-24 18 12 85 +.
36 3+ "70
Butler
Murray .
_ ' 32 5.1. -45
Orni.r
lynch
MeGlochlin
Pulloch
Mitchell
Malone)
Totals

Note rebounds include learn"
rebounds so totals do not add up correctly

3Chicken
Pickiv Days
MON.,TUES.,& WED.
3-Piece
Chicken Dinner

sin
It's our way of5aying

"Thank You
Very Kindly'

3 pcs of chicken (Ong Recipe Extra Crispy. Bar-B-0)
Whipped potatoes & gravy coleslaw and roll

Offer expires Dec.22,1976

Kettlielat fried Ckiekes
For quicker

service

on large orders call

Murray

753 7 1 0 I

Mayfield
247 6443

REGISTER FOR -

,

GROCERIES

4,
14.

en
a.

8.1-Sir
So. 12th

We've got the Christmas Spirit. Each week until Christmas
Day, KWIK-PIK will give away $25 of FREE groceries to a
shopper who registers for our weekly drawing. No purchase
is necessary. Register often. The more times you register
the better our chances of being the lucky shopper.
Drawings will be
held Monday morning on
Nov. 22-Chris Parker
Nov. 29- Vince Heise
Dec. 6
Dec. 13
Dec. 20
Dec. 21

ROI Orel rose Morro,
Worristsdo Shown,

IMP

"
I)

CHRISTMAS
COUNTDOWN

*EMI.OPEN 24
WWI% HOURS

Christian Book Center
641..
(1n Your Favoritefh;stmas(At Items
Records
All Stock and fixtures Must Go!
Tapes
Ildoee Coorroosertories
Dietionorrei .11 Refern., keels
Skeet Muse
• Mosiriboin
Christy.'" Cords
EVERYTHING MUST GO
Osorrk Strophes
HURRY WHIlE SUPPlY LASTS

But*,
Is-Iga (Old rb

a.

dor/moue the!,

20% to SO% ofi

Wednesday night before entertaining Arkansas College
Saturday.

Given Away FREE each
10'
week until Christmas Day
Register at KWIK-PIK, located corner of Glendale and Whitnell.
Whitnell

Going Out of Business
Sale

Stock

Actually, the Racers did
very well in the game both
from the foul stripe and the
field. From. the foul line,
Murray hit 17 of 24. A sidelight
on that is the fact Woolard
missed his first free throw of
the season and wouldn't you
know it, it was his 13th attempt.
Murray shot a blistering 21
of 29 in the second half for 72
per cent to go with 13-28 in the
first half for a total of 34 of 57
for a .596-clip. .
Jeff Fehn, a 6-9 junior, led
Butler with 16 points while 6-6
Ed Thompson and 6-3 John
Dunn each had 13. Burris, who
was one of the top high school
guards in Indiana four years
ago, scored 10.
- The Racers, now 2-2 on the
season, will host a tall and
talented Missouri Southern

$2500 WORTH OF

Wayne and Cathy Perrin

Ind

•

,
1 1

Hughes of Paducah St. Mary
scored on a fastbreak.
Murray had 65 rebounds in
the game while SEMO could
manage only 19. The Racers
hit on 45 of 97 field goal attempts for a .464 mark while
SEMO hit just 16 of 46 for a
.347 clip.
Hayes, who hit on 13 of 23
field goal attempts and also
had seven rebounds, led the
Racers with 27 points. Many of
her points came from the 15 to
20-foot range.
Mounts, who like Hayes was
injured much of last season,
fired in 26 points and pulled
down 18 rebounds.
Hughes and runningmate
Linda Blackburn each added
10 points.

Zipped out to eight-point leads hitting eight of nine from the
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor of 12-4 and 14-6 before Murray field for a percentaarif .889,
Somewhere along the way, finally came to life and started breaking the old mark of .812
just about every student of Playing better offense.
set in 1966 by Don Duncan.
literature has come across the
Finally, with 1:32 left in the against Austin Pea), ,
story of "The Old Man and the half. Blasingame hit a layup to
Overton was very imtie the score at 32, the first pressed with not only the team
Sea."
A(Murray State University, Tfine the game had been tied play but the individual efforts
there's a new story. It's called since the teams traded as well.
"The Old Man and the Snake." Opening buckets. But Butler
"Muff is a 30-point man.
The old man is senior for- scored the final four points Once he gets in better conward Zech Blasingame, who and led 36-32 at intermission. dition where he can get up the
-Coach told us at halftime floor quicker, he's going to
has been at Murray State for
five years, and the snake is of that we had to win this game. blow some people out on the
course senior Grover "Snake" So we just went out and won it break."
for him," Blasingaine said.
Woolard.
Muff, who was quiet but all
It was those two plus 6-5
"We knew their strong smiles in the dressing roof
junior forward Mike Muff points. We had to keep their after the game,said the club IS
Saturday night that led the little guard 5-10 senior Wayne beginning to adjust to running
Racers to a convincing 85-70 Burris i out of the middle and plays.
victory over a tough Butler then cave in back inside. That
"We had a lot of patience on
University. It was, to say the gave people like Donnell offense. We didn't play that
least, one of the most im- Wilson and myself an ad- well _in the first half but yet,
pressive Racer wins in several vantage under the bucket," we took our time and worked
years.
Blasingame added.
for good shots. And though we
Blasingame came off the
Wilson didn't need any were playing a tougti team
bench and started for the first advantages under the basket. and not playing very well, we
time this season. He About the only thing he really still trailed by just four points
responded by setting a school needed was padding to keep at halftime," Muff said.
recorce, firing in 17 points and front hurting his head, since
"I really like the . way we
having one of the best games tie nearly jumped out of the were working the ball. We still
of his career.
gy ni Wilson, who scored only missed too many shots, I
magic. five points, grabbed down 12 missed several layups I should
Woolard
was
Teaming with Blasingame on rebounds and was simply have made," Muff added.
several beautiful assists, he av.esonie on the boards.
Barber, whose father and
pumped in 17 points. Muff • In the first seven minutes of four brothers came all the way
exploded for 20 second-half the second hall, the Racers from New Jersey to see him
points as the Racers over- outscored Butler 20-6 to zip out play in the game, drew a lot of
came a 36-32 halftime deficit to a 54-42 lead with 12:55 left in praise from Overton.
and he finished with 32 points. the game as Blasingame hit a
"All he needs is some
Butler was a good club. The short juniper.
playing time. He hit the two
only thing they did not have -Murray kept the lead free throws in a pressure
was speed. And that was what around 10 until Butler closed situation that gave us the win
beat them. Lenny Barber, a 5- the gap to six at 69-63 with just over Northeast Louisiana and
9 freshman from Trenton, over five minutes left to play. he worked the ball like a
New Jersey, single-handedly Thep Wilson hit on a fastbreak senior tonight.
got the Racer offense in gear layup with Barber making the
"We have another guy who
in the second half and when he feed. Muff scored on a fast- is just as good at Lenny, that's
'did, he woke up the crowd of break bupket off the defensive Duncan Hill (6-2 freshman
6,200 and the Racers kept boards and Barber again from Louisville). All Duncan
responding - wittr-uutscanding° picked up an assist, this time needs is some clock. If they
with Muff scoring and sud- can just hang in there like
play.
More impressive than denly, it was a 75-63 game with Za'ch...
anything else, it was team less than-four minutes left and
"We were pretty exciting
play and not a one-man of- it i4as all over.
weren't we? When we're
fensive show, though Muff did
-The only misgivings I had running, we can be a very
crack the 30-point barrier.
about this game was the fact good club," Overton grinned.
"On offense, we were everyone couldn't play. We
The Racers played without
moving the ball well and just got to clicking real well in the services of 6-8 sophomore
looking for the open man," the second hall with the people leaper John Randall who was
under discipline.
Woolard said.
..... - ,we had in the game.
Wilson did not start because
"We really played together "I just hope everyone will
well in the second half. Nye Aeice a lesion from Zach. Here he was late for a team meeting
have a lot of talent, we just he's been ilarting_the last•two Saturday morning.
"We have rules. If a guy
need a little time to get used to years and had not been
playing together," the veteran playing much in our first three comes late for practice, he has
Racer added.
games. But he stuck with it to stay and shoot extra free
Butler came into the contest and something good hap- throwS," Overton said.
"We can use all the extra
with a 1-2 record, the same pened," Overton said.
mark as the Racers had.
Besides his 17 points, he set free throw shooting we can
The Bulldogs had lost a new Murray record by get," he quipped.
earlier 62-59 at Ohio State and
actually had the game won but
blew it in the final minute
before almost 20,000 people in
Columbus. Butler
beat
Bradley, which Murray could
meet in the Las Vegas
Tournament,65-57 then lost 77motrof
56 to powerful Purdue.
Against the Boilermakers,
Butler was close until the final
five minutes when Purdue
pulled away.
Besides the outstanding
team play, the Racers also
•
played an aggressive defense.
In the second half, Butler wasa
almost completely shut off ,
from inside.
"We had a lot of movement
,
Adamp
b1
in our defense," Racer Coach
A
Fred Overton said.
"When playing defense, you.
MOM
have to be the actor and make
of
them react to you. A lot
people don't understand that
but that is exactly the secret to
playing good defense."
Overton added.
Early in the game, Butler

Fixtures

SNAKE STRIKES - Grolier "Snake" Woolard goes to the in
side and tips in a missed shot. Woolard fired in 17 pOints for
the Racers. Watching from the side, is guard. Tommy Wade
(11).
(Staff Photo by Mike Brandon)

You can win $25 worth of
groceries. Register for the weekly
drawing at KWIK-PIK

Winner of
Dec. 6 Drawing
is
Joon Gilbert
505 Nhitnell

11(4111 MARKETS
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C-alloway FFA Members
Attend Convention
Four members of the
Calloway County Chapter of
the Future Farmers of
America attended the 49th
innual National FFA con.-ention held November 9-12.4t
Kansas City, Mo.
They were Shea Sykes,
'teve McCuiston, Charles
ilisson, and Darrell Beane.
Nine sessions were held at
the convention. National FFA
officers prgsiding were Bobby.
Tucker, president; Mike
Jackson, secretary; Elton
Bouldin, Southern vicepresident; Ron Wilson,
Central vice-president; Leo
Anderson, Western vicepresident; -Doug LoudenviceEastern
'slager,
president.
Special speakers at the
Paul
were
convention
Anderson, the "World's
Strongest Man," Charles M.
Duke, astronaut, John Wefald,
Conunissioner of Agriculture
from Minnesota, and Fred
McClure, .National FFA
Secretary, 1973-74.
114 In the "Stars Over
America" pageant, Timothy
Andohl from the Central
Region won the award for
National Star Farmer and
Tony Pollard won the award

Chicken Raising
Old.As America

Star
National
for
Agribusinessman.
Alaska was chartered as the
51st state to join the FFA at
the first session of the convention. The new national
offiArs for 1976-77 are James
Boden, president, Bruce
Mallot, secretary, and vicepresidents — Danny Schifer,
Southern, Sam Brownback,
Central, Rick McDaniel,
Eastern, and Julie Sirniley,
Western.
At the last session on
November 12 over 20,000
members were registered and
Friday was FFA Day at the
American Royal Rodeo where
Tanya Tucker pertorrned. The
Firestone Show was a group of
professional performers who
entertained.
At the November meeting of
the Calloway FFA Chapter,
Renee Tobey, sweetheart of
the chapter, received a
necklace and a sweetheart
jacket. Also the "Greenhand"
ceremonies were held when
151 members received the
degree, the first of the FFA.

SHORT ROWS
By Nevyle Shackelford
-

,

$$6111:4:
41 :
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LUIS AND SERVICE ON
All BRANDS Of FARM
EOUIPMEill

'417

Gardening Tips from Extension Specialists at the
treatment, old hens started
By Nevyle Shackelford
laying eggs in the wintertime
University of Kentucky College of Agriculture
UK College of Agriculture
early and some farmers were
to
According
historians who began the producing fryers at all times
Since at this time of the start and also _helped along
annals of North America, of the year.Aeretofore, fryers
year gardening is at a low with a heavy feeding of nitronearly every 'shipload of were available only in
ebb, and there is no urgency gen. Pumpkins and corn also
colonists that came to the New springtime and early sumto look up horticulturists and do well together and carrots
World in the 17th and 18th mer.
ther garden specialists for will thrive in the cool shade
So great was theenthusiasin
Centuries brought with. it. a
f.aws oil heti/ ptants and gtrac-- of -peas Aromatic herbs seem
few chickens. Easy to feed and for raising a few chickens, tices, an opportunity is pro- to scare off some garden
maintain, they provided eggs4 even people in the cities with a
vided for a little speculating pests. A lot of bad insects will
and meat on the long voyages, backyard started buying and
philosophizing on things not stay around dill, sage,
and
and upon landing, became a raising a few baby chicks.
but not too im por- rosemary, pennyroyal,
interest
of
Taking note.of this anold farm
mainstay on colonial farms.
dinany and peppermint. It
subject.
the
to
tant
Every farm wife kept a few magazine (1910 edition) had
to reason then that if
stands
some
point
is
in
case
A
geese
this to say:
fowls for family use —
more of these herbs
or
one
herementioned
information
"Lawyers and doctors and
and ducks to pluck for feather
planted
near a row of
are
two
of
column
this
in
tofbre
some
and
divines,
beds and pillows
hill of muska
or
cabbage
test
All their practices have scientific experiments to
hens to lay eggs and provide
might keep
just
melons,
they
plantcompanion
of
for
value
the
resigned:
ingredient
main
the
And to improve the breed of ing of vegetables as a means cucumber beetles and cabchicken and dumplings, a
of thwarting the evil designs bage worms away.
favorite old-time dish. The hens,
•y
Togetherness or companAll their talents have of garden insects. The results
farm wife often raised a few
turkeys, which are native to combined."
of these two experiments ion planting is indeed good
TEIGER TRACTOR INC.
In recent years, however, a
this country, but in the early
were somewhat inconclusive for some plants but bad for
days, wild turkey was the strange thing has happened, but indicated that such plant- others, especially -those with
main source of t,his kind of Not one in a dozen small farms ing has little value in prevent- the same enemies—
The ing insect damage. However, particularly tomatoes, potachickens.
have
food:
Suprlus meat and eggs in ubiquitious henhouse is gone, not a few good and successful toes, peppers, eggplant,
the early days of poultry- and there are few roosters to gardeners still think that melons and cucumbers. These
EXPERIENCED MECHANICS ON DUTY AU WEB!
raising were precious com- crow at sunrise or pullets to
Mexican beetles will shy away should be planted in different
modities and well up into the chase around the barnyard. from beans planted alongside
garden—anc
the
of
parts
Something To Crow About
provided Most farm people buy their
Century
Poultry is now the leading 20th
potatoes, and a beneficial "don't try to plant a crop large
farm commodity in Georgia,I household "coffee money" on eggs in pulp paper cartons or result will occur when various enough for both yourself and
despitelatnickname as "The' hundreds of farms. Eggs and plastic boxes and --get their other vegetables are planted the bugs.
peach
frying chickens were disposed fryers and baking hens from
OPEN AT 7:30 MONDAY THRU SATURDAY
Some novice gardeners and
of to customers in town or the grocery -store meat together.
PHONE 247-6020 PHONE 753-7452 AFTER 5 PN
using
avoid
to
wishing
such
others
sure:
for
thing
One
bartered at the country store. departments. These erstwhile
JUNCTION
121 & SEDALIA ROAD NAYFIEID. KY
tried
have
this
insecticides
•
Turkeys were caught, crated chicken raisers say that,it's garden practices are harmless,
The
results.
disastrous
with
things
more
are
there
as
and
up and shipped to city markets cheaper to buy dressed
far an
in November, and geese and chickens and candled eggs in heaven and on earth than more .food there is
it will
faster
the
eat,
to
insect
in
of
man's
dreamed
ducks were treated likewise in than to raise them — and they are
undoubtedly right. philcupphy, who knows but proliferate.
December. Without poultry, are
Something else to keep in
many a farm wife would have Raising chickens old-style that some of these practices
mind is that some types of
had to do without coffee,sugar isn't feasible today.
may work?
ago,
years
and other staples that could
"Thirty
Actually, and in many weeds are also good neighbors
not be produced on the land.
Extension experts recom- cases, companion planting is a to some plants. The long or
Although poultry was of mended that every farm have good thing. Since no man is deep-rooted weeds often
Early ordering asSures sufficient quantities of
importance on many a hundred chickens," ac- an island,
vital
plant is either. bring up minerals from the
materials when you need them. And you don't
Phone 489-2121
small farms in the good old cording to UK Extension The truth is some plants like subsoil and loosen the earth
Production
Your
delivery.
usually pay until
it came to poultry specialist John Tuttle.
when
days,
garden
vigorous
less
that
so
better
offers
do
other plants and
Credit man has a finance program that
raising the birds, conditions "Today, we suggest having
when planted together. Take crops can do better.
similar benefits He may be able to establish a
These
slate.
or
sorry
use
a
in
home
for
were
bens
10
either
One thing to keep in mind,
line of credit to fit your future needs. This
beans for example. Some
early fowl ate whatever they 10,000 as a part-time farming
though. Weeds will take over
the
money is at your disposal on a get-it-as-you-needlike
beans
ot
varieties
could wherever they found it. operation. Poultry raising for
if given a chance. A few may
it basis. But you start paying only when you
foraged in fields and profit on a small scale is no support of corn and do well
They
.
yourto
-it
Owe
you
Don't
money.
the
using
'begin
be fine, but too many will be
the
climb
to
when
allowed
woods for Weed seed and longer worthwhile."
self to find out complete details on PCA finanitalks. The corn will do well, worse than none at all.
certain,
their
lived
for
out
flocks
many
thing
One
cing?
entire lives Without as much chickens and other fowl haire too,'if allowed to get a head
as a grain of corn unless been with us from the very
perhaps they found it in the beginning and from the way
barnyard or where an ear had folks still take to turkey, fried
fallen from a wagon. Most chicken and chicken and
roosted in trees and were fair dumplings, these birds will
APrillgo=o.
game for hawks, owls and still be with us for a long time
predatory animals.
yet to come.
The chickens of the day
were a mongrel lot, too,
If you contribute more than tile
not be able to produce enough
FRANKFORT — Becky
coming in assorted sizes,
maximum allowable in any year, a 6% tax
of Trigg County has food in the future.
Hartigan
colors and degrees of inef"We have high hopes for
will be imposed on the excess contribution.
been selected as Kentucky's
ficiency in both meat and egg
representative in the Young Becky," Maddox said. "In
The
tax will continue to lie imposed wit:I
production. This situation also
A Consumer Tip
Association (YFA) addition to her job as a fourthFarmer
you
te" in'a later year.
"undercontribu
continued well into this cenfrom Extension Specialists at
grade teacher, she helps her
Spokesman for Agriculture
tury before things began to
the UK College of Agriculture
husband, Wayne, operate
contest, announced Jim
change.
their 250-acre farm. She even
fresh fluid
buy
you
When
After land-grant colleges
has her own specialty crop of
came into being and started milk, you can usually save a
corn, which she sells to
Indian
their Extension Services, few earns per quart if you
shops."
craft
than
larger
containers
poultry raising began to buy
Mrs. Hartigan is a member
For Federal income tax purposes, conimprove. Extension agents quart size. However, the halfof the Trigg County YFA and
are
containers
gallon or gallon
better
poultry
promoted
tributions
to an IRA are fully deductible
has been a member of the
Jackson Purchase PCA
by swapping good buys only if you can use
practices
from
gross
income up to the maximum
Executive
Women's
State
305 No. 4th St.
purebred roosters for mongrel that much milk without
years.
two
for
by
Committee
allowed
law.
You can deduct your conMurray, Ky. 753-5602
fowl of the same sex and waste, according to UK
Next year she will be chairtribution
even
though
you don't itemize
giving instruction on better Extension foods specialists.
woman.
deductions.
poultry housing and feeding. They also point out that fresh
She is also on the planning
These agents did such a good milk bought at food or retail
committee for the 1977 injob of promoting these im- dairy stores usually costs less
stitute, which will be held in
proved methods that a great than home-delivered milk.
We would like the opportunity to discuss with you
Louisville. Maddox said the
wave of enthusiasm for And milk also may be more
first hand, how such an account might benefit you.
institute will bring about 1,500
poultry raising swept the expensive at small specialpeople to Kentucky for
country. With this kind of service stores.
meetings and farm tours.
If Mrs. Hartigan wins this
year's contest, sponsored by
Becky Hartigan
Elanco Products, she will
Maddox, Agribusiness receive an expense:paid
Education Unit, Department publicity tour of New York,
of Education.
Detroit and Miami, plus $500,
She will compete against Maddox said.
about 25 other YFA members
at the National Young Farmer
Murray's fastest unloading facilities
Education Institute in Denver,
Buyers of
'
Colo., Dec. 11, Maddox said.
He added that YFA members
are students in the Bureau of
Vocational Education's
Distributors of
vocational agriculture classes
and are usually between the
Wayne Feed DeKalb Seed Corn
ages of 13 and 35. They are out
Ky. Registered and Certified
of high school, but not yet
Soybean Seed
established farmers, he said.
Here are a few customer advantages —
The purpose of the contact is
• Interest Free - Use equipment six months at Ford's exto encourage young farmers to
Direct teletype continually reports Chicago Board
pense
• Take Advantage - Of year-end investment tax credit •
responses
articulate
develop
of Trade and Prices of Corn, Soybeans and Wheat
Beat Inflation Buy at this year's prices. Pay with next year's
to consumer concerns about
agriculture. The contestants
by buying this month.
dollars • Use - Present equipment equity as down payment
make a five-minute statement
We can erect Bins this month to have you ready tor inon one of three issues and then
•
,
vestment credit
respond to judges' questions
Off On Crop Sprayers Dec 8, Ion.
for 10 minutes.
' 12.montbs EREt interest on Super-8 Dryers, Grain 'Cleaners, &
The contestants will discuss
. Steel Wings REDUCED
the following concerns: farm
exports ealiBe higher food
Railroad Ave. Murray, Ky. 753-3404
prices; fertilizers, chemicals
and feed additives hurt food
Dan Boaz, Owner — Cabby Meador, Mgr.
quality and destroy the enSF 6-75
•
Murray, Ky
vironment; and fanners may
753-2958
r

HOME OF THE STEIGER TRACTOR!
This Is Where Service Came
Before The Tractor!

JIN

WE DON'T WORRY ABOUT COMPETITION
... WE ARE THE COMPETITION!

TOMMY'S EQUIPMENT CO.

• • •

Call your local KABA man for

Book farm money
the way you do feed,seed
and fertilizer

James Tucker

ATTENTION
MR.FARMER

Trigg Countian Picked
To Represent Kentucky

What Happens If
I Contribute
Too Much In Any Year?

Are My Contributions
Tax Deductible?

FICA Ithe go ahead people

the
final link

Bank of Murray

Farmers Grain
And Seed Co.

FDIC

Buy New Ford Tractors & Implements

CORN•SOYBEANS *WHEAT

NO INTEREST UNTIL MARCH, 1977
1st Payment January, 1978

Save $500 Up

FARMERS GRAIN
AND SEED CO.

25%

Agri Products

BUYNOW AND SAVE
At

GARDNER FORD TRACTOR

ior

Phone 247-7408

Highway 45

Mayfield, Ky.
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The
Part"
Marl
paducah's most
interesting
store
IN HANNAN SHOPPING PLAZA
HIGHWAY 67 & LONE OAK ROAD

lli

,,„.

f

Various Sizes
And Sn apes—Many
Others To Choose From

About 20 Different
Pkgs. To Cboose From
All Ready For Mailing

Yes...
we have

GIFT
CERTIFICATES
Pio 13Ar Wal live
vAuti ha QL4wJ.

One-Two-Three And
Four Bottle Pkgs.
Of Excellent Wines

Shop at
the Party Mart
8:00 AM to 10 PM
Friday and Saturday until 11 PM.

-- aw

CHOCOLATES
$200

e Finest From Holland & Germany
Rebecca Ruth Bourbon Candy—Petit Fours

CASEPRICES

-

FIFTHS QUARTS

5575 6675
AGE 90*
VERY OLD BARTON 86* 542S 6510
OLD(TARTER 7 1'R. 86* 62"
19" 6093 ,
J. W. DAVI 90*
5339 6342
EARLY TIMES 86*
-193° 5960
KESSLER 86*
7265 9014
SEAGRAMS V.O. 86*
CRAWFORD SCOTCH SO* 515° 59"
79" 9995
(1T11. SARK 86*
Ill',14029
1111V AS REGAL 86*
53" 6572
SMIRNOFF 80*.
-1:3” , 51" ,
AVOLFSCHMIDT 80*
4035 484a
.
POPOV 80*
51". 65"
BACARDI RE M 80*
JA(.K D.ANIEL BLACK 90* 805° 9895
772' 94"
Al AKERS MARK- 90*
ANCIENT

•Indicates Proof

• BUY BY THE CASE AND SAVE

WE HAVE YOUR FAVORITE-BRA:RD
AT MINIMUM KY.PRICES ALWAYS. -
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Billy Carter Faces
Election Test Today

By Lucrece Beale
.4n Mite persuades
ci'nespcss
the how who believes in giants to
go to Santa land and fight the
giant who has captured the Fairy
Queen

CHAPTE42-THHFF

THEY MEET .A TOAD
It's a very long way to.
Santa Land and very few
people know the way.
William Henry Chnstopher
Preeserve now known as
Billy the Giant Fighter was
glad he had the elfite to guide
him because even with directions he was sure he would
never find his way.
It was very dark. At first this
was no prxxblem because the-elf-Ile wore earmuffs and each
muff had a little light attached
to it. All Billy had to do was
follow the twin lights bouncing
ahead of him through the woods.
But after a .while even the
elitte appeared to be lost. "Of
coursesikwould be much easier if
we had :the moon." he complained. "Rut since Goko the
giant has stolen it out of the sky
everything is all mixed up and
there's no telling where we might

The airchoo bird rose gracefully into the air. carry mg Billy-.
Billy reached out and picked. airchoo bird will take you the
up a huge soft toad. Two lights rest of the way."
He knocked three times on the
blinked dimly inside the toad.
Billy cried. "You ate the elfite' trunk of the tree The branches
parte& and a srliall white bird
You hornble toad!'
"Not at all." said the toad fluttered to the ground.
"This is an atri:hoo bird," '
giving a huge belch. "I was here
in my. own bed having-a rather explained the elfite. "He can fly,
restless night. I opened my fast as an airplane and steady as
choo choo He'll take you
mouth to yawn and something
hideous bounced in. I assure you straight to Santa Land."
end up."
-But how can I ride him'!"
I find whatever it is very indigesThey, went north, east, west tible and also a - most ex- exclaimed Billy. "lie's almost as
and south. They seemed to be traordinary invasion of privacy." small as you "
going in circles and the elfite
"Try and see"
All this time the two little
hurried along muttenng. "Oh,
Billy straddled the bird and a
lights inside the toad were going
dear! There's really -no time to
cunous thing happened. Either
blink-blink-blink. Billy drew his
lose." As he rushed along he
wooden sword and held it over the airchoo bird grew big or
bountrd higher and higher as if
Billy grew small. Whatever it
the toad
to make up for their lack of
was the bird rose gracefully into
"Whit; on earth do you think the air with Billy riding ever so
progress: -Billy - stumbled after
him bobbing his _head up and you are going to do'!" asked the easily on•his hack
down as he tried to follow the toad in alarm.
The!, zoomed o‘er cities, a"You'll see!" retorted Billy cross oceans, past mountain peaks
bouncing lights.
Suddenly the lights disap- and he brought the flat of his and landed finally in a snow
sword down on the toad's fat blanketed valley. ,
peared
'\ here' are you?" cried Billy. rear end. The astonished toad
It was Santa land'
gulped, and his enormous jaw
"I've lost you
Billy climbed off the airchoo
There was no answer. Billy dropped open. The elfite bounced bird's back and ran as fast as he
ran back and forth calling franti- out and streaked away through could towards Santa's little red
cally. He stumbled over a log the woods with Billy at his heels. house. As he ran he held his
Fortunately daylight had now wooden sword ready in cfs'e—
and sprawled on the ground.
Right beside his face were the come and the elfite was able to Golvo the giant was already
find his way to a shrunken oak there.
two lights very dim.
"Say something!" he cned. that stood in a nearby forest.
Here the elfite stopped and said,
"What happened''".
Tomorrow' Patrick Tweed"Gallomp!" was the reply.
"This --is as far as I go. The leknees

NANCY
00

To-lINK YOL) MEAN

OH SLUGGO
AREN'T THE
SNOWFLAKES
—
LOVE ,,Y 2

SHOVLY

111151F/-

404v•
0
I

,

Clay Co. Man
Is Charged In

Shooting Death

2.49
994

•

firmer'

PLAINS, Ga. (AP) — Just
fine fellow. So I think I'm
36 days after Jimmy Carter
about average."
defeated an incumbent to win
—On his use of language:
the presidency, his younger
(the reply is given with a fullbrother Billy faced his own
scale Carter grin) "That's
election test today, seeking to
another misconception. I've
oust the mayor of Plains.
never said a whole damn cuss
Billy is challenging Mayor
word in my whole damn life."
A.L. Blanton of Plains, an- air
—On his regular Saturday
traffic controller and parttime
afternoon
cookout and
barber. Carter's platform
barbecue: "It's going to be
stresses resistance to the
rough when we go up to
cinge that President-elect'..Washington and do all of this
Carter's status has brought to
cooking on the White House
this crossroads town with a
lawn."
population of 683.
—On religion: "I joined the
It will be the second political
church when I was 12 years
campaign for Billy Carter. He
old, and I've been back there
lost to Blanton two years ago
three times since. Correction
by six votes and is not op— five times."
timistic about his chances
—On whether Billy has been
now.
"born again" the way Jimmy
"I gain a few votes by the
says he, himself, has: "I'm
Carter name, but I think I'll
lucky to have been born onlose more because some
ce."
people think, because the
—On how he would like
Carters run,the country, why
Plains to be four years from
should they run Plains," Billy
now: "No more changed than
Carter said.
it is now."
He conuneMed in an in—On how he can accomplish
terview that was repeatedly
that: "I can discourage."
interrupted by tourists asking
—On his qualifications to be
him to pose for photographs or
mayor: "I've run a business
to sign autographs. They even
for the last seven years that
pursued him when he
grosses $10 million a year. I'm
retreated to the back room of
a damn good businessman."
his filling station to sit on a
—On the possibility a
stack of beer cases and chat
presidential library might be
With a reporter.
located in Plains some day:
The younger Carter has "The college library in
often expressed anguish at the
Americus is already named
congestion
com- for our father. I'd hate to see
and
mercialization that ac- something like that here."
companied his brother's rise
tofame.
He said his principal task as
mayor would be to retain
restrictive zoning laws to
prevent "outside money"
from taking over. He said he
would discourage changes
that would mar the town's
placid character.
BARBOURVILLE, Ky.
During the interview, Billy ( AP) — State police say they
Carter also covered other have arrested and charged a
areers,
55-year-old Clay County man
mall: "I get about in connection with the
50-or 60 pieces of mall a day. shooting death of Ray Carson
About half tof them tell me I'm of Manchester.
the worst SOB in the world,
and the others say I'm a real
Police said Taylor Sizemore
was arrested Saturday night
and is being held on a murder
Fast Film Service
charge-. in the Knox County
At Big Discount
Jail.
Full
Carson, described by police
Roll
10w As
as about 60-years-old, was
shot with a handgun Saturday
Fresh Color
night at the Do&or Thomas
Film
Walker State Park about 10
miles southwest of here, acArtcraft tudios
cording to police.
118 St. 12th. 753-0035
No motive has been
Free Perking At Rear Door
determined in the shooting.

De

BEETLE BAILEY

PEANUTS

I Ti-f0J6HT LT LIZZ
A5Y.E•O 'YOU TO TAiCE
CARE OF 1-05 PLANT5
55/41LE i4E VfeA5 GONE

NE'S GC N&
TO BE MAD
I I /

ALL WE AVE TO DO
NOW 15 cieutZE OLJT
Wi-10 14E5 &ON& TO
BE MAD AT

tsfel•
lkiNE YE;

'EN

Another View

f.7

fi
;

664
.
AV.
6A172.dit,p.

RALLY WON'T KNOW ANY11-IING
UNTIL WE TASTE 11-1E GIR1TS.'1
2. Notice

2 Not•Le
s

Advertisers

are

requested to check the
first insertion of ods for

corr•ction.

This

will be
responsible for only

If You
Need Them:
'ire
. 153-1141
Poiice
153-1621
Rescue
. 753-6952
Ambuiance
153-9332
fk)spital
Emergency
/53-5131
Mumma Society
153-3994
Comprehensive
CHI
153-6622
Poison Control .
153-15n
Senior Citizen
153-0919
deedline
153111D
Lure In Read. . Bung

newspaper

one incorrect insertion.
ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORTED IMMEDIATELY SO, PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND NOTIFY US PROMPTLY IN CASE OF AN
ERROR

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
All display ads,
classified displays
and regular display,
must be submitted
by 12 noon, the day
before publication.
All
reader
classifieds must be
submitted by 12 noon
the day
before
publication.

Phone Numbers
For The
ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows
Newl, Society and
Sports
753-1918,
Retail Display advertising 753- / 919.
Classified Display,
Classified, Circulation and the Busiriess
Office
may
be
reached on 7531916and 753-19/7.

Noe

hY-*r
.•111111

THE PHANTOM

e<3 jp Cs

io

••••

Social Concerns
Committee and
The Ledger &
Times
Iron Stone
Dinnerware
by Pfoltzgraff
Brown Ten - Blue
White Sets and accessories.
Free Gift Wrapping,
Christmas Lay-Away
Starks
Hardware
120 and Papier

HAIRCUT $1.00, Shave,
$.75, at Hornbuckle
Barber Shop, 209 Walnut
Street. Closed Mondays,
Open Tuesday-Friday,
hours 8-1; Saturday 8-3,

Now
Open
MR l's
of
Benton
Your
complete
Men's Store. Hrs.
9 to 9 Mon. thru
Sat. 1 to 6 on Sunday.

WHAT WE DO best is
care. Needline,753-6333,

Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS

BLONDIE
THE PENCE WAS
TOO HIGH!

I Bone of
body
4 By oneself
9 Ordinance
12 Macaw
13 Singing
voice
14 Eggs
15 Color
17 Hurled
19 Lair

4 Solar disk
5 Man s
nickname
6 Preposition
7 Memoranda
8 God of love
9 Defeats
10 Hail,
It Small lump
16 Perm.1
18 Halts
20 Flying mam-

Answer, to Saturday's Puzzle

non nm °mono
cannons nononn
irn nnmno nnon
RCA °nun on
(locoman 0051
MORD
onon
on moo ARR 00
00 000
0000
1.4UU 1:1131:1811ilf113
00P113 REM
LHJEJLi 11010011 130
WAGULD ORMURCII
00000 110 0013

2 1 Presentat.ons
22 Danger
Seed con'
23
23 Dance step
trier
24 8acterologist s
of
25
Tart
wire
lower
40 Policernan
feated
27 Pronoun
on 36 Small child
Babylon
26
(slang)
Torrid
28
hero
37 Petty ruler 45 Tint
29 Tumble
28 Possesses 39 Crates
46 Insect
30 Coniunctlorl
29 Land of the 40 Long
47 Bitter vetch
31 Mournful
free I abbr
slender fish 08 Hawa.ian
32 Worm
42
Sicilian
31
Cooks
wreath
33 Parent (col
slowly
volcano
log I
51 A state
43 Young
Dine
34 Languishes 32
labbr )
Those
desalmon
35
36 Chinese
pagoda
4 5 6
7 6 - "9 10 si
3
37 Spanish for
".:,.
"saint'
'l3
11
38 Wild plum
39 Temporary
13
,sgiihi'
6
bed
40 Festive
41 Perspiration
'
:V° .
;4
4
43 Man's
Sr 22
"...7s„.
;23
25 96
;:i.:7.V4
nickname
44 Strongboxes
77 ?I
\„
46 Container
,.::.2,33
49 Possessive
30
iC.'f.,, 31
31
pronoun
:":":1
50 At no time
34
SiErfSt
.....
53 Foothke Part
N. 40
3.6
54 Showy
A”
flower
4-7
55 Grtrek letter
DOWN
44 41
47 4.
N 46
Beam
2Anger
49
1
St
i43
%
7
3 Having,less
hair
• SS
:hiC Sir ,

20 Defeats
2 I Barracuda

n

CLEAN CARPETS the
save and safe way with
Blue Lustre. --Rent
electric shampooer. Big
K, Bel Aire Shopping
Center.
ASPHALT

blacktop
patch. Now available at
Murray Lumber Co.. 104
Maple St.

DELTA SIGMA PH. At-ti
and Crafts Festival,
December 7, 8. 9 a.m.-7
p.m. Student Center,
Call 753-9135 for information

SHIPPING CLERK

2

l'nord Fr i

fork*.I, ,

ITT Grinnell Corporation of Princeton, Kentucky is now accepting applications for the
position olShipping Clerk.
This expanding steel pipe fabrIGeting plant
manufactures elbows, tees, and otrer speciality
piping for the Petroleum and Power Plant
markets.
Fortune 500 Company with a full line of fringe
benefits. Only experienced applicants need apply.
For Onsideration send resume and salary
history
to:
PERSONNE: MANAGER

ITT Grennql1 Corporation
Bar 308

Prince's's, ty, 42445

An Equal Opportunity Employer
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5

eightgifts atthe tghtPrice-Here

46

II

4
Special Purchase
4
AdIIb
4
WEST BEND.

4
4

aoutag

3

4
4

4 Qt.

4

SlaCoolcer

LOOKHERE
1_?.1g SELECTION
OF EXCITINg GIFTS
FOR EVERYONE
ON YOUR LIST

4
4
4
4
4

4
#5304

4
4
4
4
4
=or

Ideal For
Christmas

$12•

2"

4
4

4
0
Murray Supply 4
4
Main
Co., Inc.
753-3361 4

SHOP EARLY1
NI EASY

Isterteterer loolalat

1441
1611
i952
1331

cifne9dea4?

2 Notice

Dennison-Hunt

6 Help Wanted
reO115:15:TWEIZE Kt Mitt( Mt Mt MEE INZIMatall

Western Dark
Fired Tobacco
Growers
Association

i131
1994

Light Your Home In
Elegant Fashion

For rent ... approximately
532
square feet, (Ace
with
storage
space...utilities furnished.
Available
December 1. Tel. 1533341-42.

422
Isu
1919
IIID

ST:ATS1

WATKINS,
FOR
PRODUCTS contact
lg
_Holman Jones, 217 S.
13th St. or call 753-3128.

COUPON

ac-

g.
ay

Can be seen at:

SHOW OFF
A SIGNATURE...

YE
OLD
HORSETRADING Post and
Auction. General
merchandise wholesale
and retail. Used furniture, antique toys,
throw rugs, throw
pillows, consignments
taken. Flea market
space available. We
buy, sell or horsetrade,
607 South 4th. Call 4362575.

()
2
o
agile
shoe
Itree

Southside Manor
Murray, Ky.

753-8339

top
at
104

1

/
1

Iii tht

3
3

thiptioth 1
57oag '
foristmdt

h'i
MI RRAY
sem..rT.

Una* Jeff's Shopping Center 7$3 303 7

You've got a lot going for you with Lowrey. Lik—
e1--a complete accompaniment —.. Chords, pedal
N
0 notes, percussion—that plays automatically in ;
your choice of rhythm patterns ALL when
you. li
V hold down
just one key with just one finger.
- if

Conrad's Piano &
Organ Co.

/
/
•1

I

Dial-A-Service

Trussell Table & 6 Chairs
Pine finish with a Formica Top

li1/

Olympic Plus
753-1424
lifIZIONIffS21121:10K:111422110atIfigNIIISSISZKI:gitifflidi

Jim Adams Food Liners

529995

ONIt

I Thi. alphabetized page will run vbeekl
clip it from
the paper and sac for hanil‘ reference)

Harvest Table
with a Formica lop

Taber's Body Shop

0,1, 52299

Fire
753-1441

Octagonal Table
& 4 Chairs

•. Pedestal Base with formica Top

1203 Chestnut
753-1966
Murray, Ky.

t)

COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents,8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear entrance.

fiT

rr

Special Holiday Offer!

Stereo Sound System
ii/e(Yro

RADIO, TELEVISION t CB
RADIO REPAIR SINVICE

474-8841

Anderson Electric Inc.
w.ran do Zenith
Warranty Service
Hwy Y4 East
Sa.m totp m Tees , Wed and
Thera Sam to 10 p m Vrt and
Sat Closed Sun and Mon

Murray Paint

IONNIrr

*Pew
Ginger Jar

e
Hobby Center
6145 4th St

753-7363

Lamps 90"
Zenith —Ad;#70!--for clear, rich, natural sound!
Mod•I H584W—Fine

sound with no more than
1% total harmonic distortion! The Allegro Series 1
amplifier tras 2 5 watts
min. RMS power pe'r'
channel. into 8 ohms.
from 100 Hz to 10 kHz.
Also features AM/FM/

3 Card Of Thanks

Stereo

AFC Stereo Precision
Record Changer with
Micro-Touch Tone Arm
Shown with Zenith
Allegro 1000 speakers
with tuned port for clear,
rich;patural sound. Simulated wood cabinet.
grained Walnut fibish.

FM Tuner with

Ago"

-The quality goes in
-bolore-fho.hame-e0•4 erre

4g-Tucker TV
:

•

753-3134

753-6177

753-3303

1301 Chestnut - Murray, Ky.

Police
753-1621

24 Hour Wrecker Service

ONLY $26995

11:11:1411,-91

rr

r

THANK YOU
Maybe you were there or
Maybe you sent flowers
or
Maybe you sent a
donation, or food, or
maybe you said a
special pray,tr. "
It was comforting in our
hour of bereavement.
The Family of Emma
Rutledge.

LOWREY
Magic Genie

Punched Thk ‘Ve(sk

A Small Business That
Offers You Big Savings

Olympic Plaza

1

PEOPLES/BANK

4

Bankroll Card

Crafts Unlimited

my truelove
gave to me._
oll the bills.
I Have a Happy Prepaid Christmas next year.
Join our Christmas Club.

Dunn Furniture
TV & Appliance

WANTED: FULL time
employee for local
men's store. Good
working
conditions,
benefits,
fringe
responsible, aggressive
person can advance.
Send resume in own,-handwriting to P.0)
1-1‘x
J.

If' You've Ever
Played One Of
These., We've
41
Got Just The
zultriti Thing For You.

i
I

1,11 11,0

fY 141 fT

A' 4 Padded Chairs
4

Open Iii 9 p.m.
Until Christmas
for your
convenience.
Montgomery Ward

ZietcheashasamosasiamoisalsmosiwomOassosawomoawoasoasakeel

753 3682

enter

12th Street

TOUR EGYPT, Jordan,
Israel. January 18-28.
Local group. Valued
Christmas gift. Phone
753-5750. '

ALL IN RICH

C

1,411 Main

ZIMVZSOZttailfailTZ VAS E(15:1 MIA*'At i4:S54311011f‘cla

11-11: PI

r A wallet with change pocket
r A bell shape key holder
r Wear the big "A" on wedge-heel
moccasins
r An Aigner handbag
—The sharp Aigner boot.
r The famous horseshoe monogram
is on a leather jacket for sizes 8-16

t is
333.

1

S

and prove you're
an Aigner girl!!!

immr

irtr
a1,
n-7
n.-7
ter.
in-

121 By-Pass

Jerry's

ile

Restaurant

aye,
ckle
tInut
ays,
day,
3-3.

the
vith
.ent
Big
iing

The Showcase

leech It freezer • $75.

6 Help Wanted

LINGL CORPORATION,
Paris, Tenn. Has immediate opening for
combination draftsman
and storekeeper for
electrical department
for further information
and interview contact,
Knut Brockmann at 901642-9161.

Front

16ehert Dishwasher - S17S.
see

/ft de

Guitars
Student Intermediate
Professional
$nso
Chucks Music

WATERFORD Elegant table lamp feato,
mounted handcut crystal base (ith a st
kling diamond pattern Retail fole
[_
is $140.

For
Sale

By Head, Wilson,
Dunlap,Davis,
Macgregor, Rawlings

WANTED: full time
employee for local
men's store. Good
working
conditions,
fringe
benefits,
responsible, aggressive
person can advance.
Send resume in own
handwriting to P.0. Box
32J, Murray.

a.

20% Off
Tennis Rackets

6 Help Wanted
REWARDING AND
challenging career
opportunity. Some
college
preferred.
MUST be a superb
typist. MUST be willing
to learn to operate a
meg card typewriter.
Job available January
1977. Send brief resume
including
telephone
number to Box 577,
Murray,Ky.

EXERCISE. Health Spa.
Call 753-0129.
MINN

LOST BEIGE wallet
containing
important
document K. Fraser,
call 753-9554.

6 Help Wanted

Mobby, Crofts, Point
and Wallpaper
Open 1:00 (p.m

Poison
Control
Center

Murray Calloway
County Hospital

753-5131
Calloway County
Rescue Squad

753-6952

Kelley's Termite
Pest Control
loos. 13th St.
Murray, Ky

753-3914
ELECTRICAL WIRIND
RESIDENTIAL L
COMMERCIAL
Installations di
Serv ire

474-8841 753-7203
94 Hour Service

Anderson Electric
& Fred's Repair

Paper
Hanging
Pointing

753-7588

Mercy

753-0961

Professional
Ambulance
Corp.

Resitienc es,
c on;
merclat
Carivasing.

753-9332

free
Termite lespectiea
Flies, Roaches,
Silver Fish & Shrubs

Bill Houghton. lite 6,
Box 68

Bulldozing
Prompt,- dependiibie
service.
Three
bulldozers to serve
you

Carrier
Quality Service
Company
753-9290
,
Con!nercial, residential, industrial &
Refrigeration
We service all bran

OnutrsHe' r•
C,424.11111i1,11i1

,11',.111•

753-1959
474-2264

502-492-8837

Steven 41exander
I..W Lyons

Je-ry McCoy,Owner
& Operator

Hinman's
Rentals
NOV1O
garde., erste, strew
!ewer asW ceeerets reek and
etc

753-5703
802 N 18th Street
Murray.

Hwy 641
6 Miles South

Winchester
Printing
Service, Inc.

753-5397
102S. 4th St.
Murray.Ky.
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RESULTS!
BIG
FOR
PWSES
BIG
LITTLE WANT ADS!
„
cl

,tr

6 Help Wanted

14 Want To Buy

'LADY TO live in and care
for elderly lady. Phone
753-5656.

COINS AMERICAN and
foreign. Also old gold.
Call 753-9232.

A NASHVILLE Record
Production Company
looking for singing
talent. Call 812-332-1666.

WANT TO BUY one acre
or less of land. Phone
437-4291.

NEED EXTRA money?
Age limit 18 and older.
Call 753-4014.

GOOD USED electric
typewriter. Call 762-2796
days,753-9339 evenings.

Shop Early
For Christmas!

20% Off On All
Luggage In Stock
Attache Cases, Hanging Bags,
1, 2, 3 Sinters, Shoulder Bags
and over-niters

FABRIC FOR SALE.
Denim and cotton, 50
cents a yard. Tuesday,
and
Wednesday
Thursday. 100 per cent
Polyester, blouse and
dress material, $1.00
yard. Double knits, $1.50
yard, notions, 4'2 price.
Can be seen at 504 South
8th Extended.

Is

THE PERFECT GIFT

"*(1!
4t?
/
t
4'ttc 2
..$1114e- rf

1560
LB, Capacity
Hydraulic portable
crane. Call 753-3534. KINGSWOOD burning
stove. New. Call 7531654.

East Side Court Square

Litton

virg

Office Products

Murray, Ky.

10?1?

1975 SCHULTZ house
trailer. 14 x 70, all
electric. 14 x 18 built on
room. Call 437-4846.

the leader in microwave cooking. Litton was the lit to
introduce automatic defrost, veil cook and vori-temp.
Model No. 41$

9 Situations Wanted

15. Articles For Sale

BOOKKEEPER - 18
years experience, full
charge construction
office. General office
work including accounts
receivable, accounts
payable, payroll, tax
forms, etc. Can read
blue" Sprints. Call 753-

284.
14.Want To Buy
WANTED: B-J Auto
Salvage. Junked and
wrecked cars needed.
Call 527-1315 or 474-8854.

PLANTS. FOR SALE.
African violet& and
different plants. Call
435-4397.
AIR COMPRESSORS, 2
and 5 h.p. 80 gallon
tanks. Call 753-9104 .or
753-1551, Dill Electric.
BRAND NEW weed
edter. Used twice.
Fertilizer spreader,
used twice. Will sell
cheap. Call 753-5483.

SIX FOOT freezer, excellent condition. $100.
Lazy Boy beige recliner,
excellent condition, $75.
Call 753-8301 or 753-3683.
TWO QUEEN Ann wing
chairs. Gold, orange.
Like new. $85 each. See
at 1519 Johnson.

FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail store building on
south side court square
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
Call Dal Boyd, 1-2472833.

NEW TWO BEDROOM
trailer all electric on 42
acre lot. $110 plus
deposit. Call 753-3534.

with features such as: AUTOMATIC DEFROST,
VARI COOK-oven control lets you cook at the
speed you want. VARI TEMP-automatic food
temp. control, no timer involved. 60 MINUTE
DIGITAL CONTROL. All these and more from
Litton.

George Hodge
& Son Inc.

dm

FOR RENT 4,000 sq. ft.
shop and office, all or
half. Located off South
4th Street. Call 753-4857
days,753-7244 nights.

23. Exterminating

Gift Suggestions
for Christmas
Boys

Girls

Tobaggons
Sleeping Bags
Jeans
Pajamas
Knit Sport Shirts
Dress Shirts
Socks
Hanes Underwear
Belts-Shoes
Jackets

SIacs
Tops
Dresses
Panties
Socks
Car Coats
Dress Coats
Shoes

SETTLE-WORKMAN

KIRBY VACUUM Sales
and Service, 500 Maple
Street. New and rebuilt
vacuums. Call 753-0359.
24 Hour answering
service.
18 Sewing Machines

1

SEWING
SINGER
Machine, zig zag and all
attachments.
regular
Fully guaranteed. Fully
cash price $39.50. Call
Martha Hopper 14548619.
19. Farm Equipment

1

Free Gift Wrapping with each and every purchase.
Shen Semi,- Workmen for quality merchandise at or reasenehie price.
We appreciate yevr Mosinesslf

You may shop-Master alarge, Bankamericard,
Layaway,Charge and Cash
0
,
.
.
1 640
"
31411
.
6
410.6
:
141064."10
1
6
4
0
115401°N."1.X./.
Sali64
.
CM"

Boot Country

FOR ALL YOUR fencing
needs. Call AAA Fence
Supply Co., 1-444-6865,
Paducah,Ky.
1968 640 FORD combine.
Call 753-5612.
806 INTERNATIONAL
tractor, 12 ft. International wheel disc. 5-16
in. semi-mt. plows. Two
row Ford drill. Call 3957463.

Bel-Air (enter

Murray
"Boots for every activity under the sun."

Savings up to SO% for the entire family,
over 2,000 pair of boots on display. While
there register for over $1,500.00 worth of
gifts to be given away.

FREE:Thunderbird

Mini-Bike valued
boots,
and many other
at over $500.00,
misc. items. Also from now until 24,
Dec. '76 we will give away 1 each day.
The Self-Defense Product of The Future.

20 Sports Equipment
20 GAUGE Ithaca pump
shotgun. Excellent
condition. $65. Call 7534080.
DUCKHUNTERS! 14 ft.
Lone Star boat, Moody
trailer. 51
/
2 h.p. motor.
$275. Call 753-1556.
USED FIRST FLIGHT
golf clubs. Complete set.
Number 1 through
Number
4, wood.
Number 2 through
Number 9 iron. P. W.
Bag included. $75. Call
753-7608.
22. Musical

•

9-9 Daily 1-6 Sunday

PIANO LESSONS. I will
give adult and-or school
age persons piano
lessons. I've a Bachelor
of Music Education
Degree from Murray
State University. I have
taught piano and-or
organ lessons for the
past 10 years. I'm very
qualified. References
available. Call 753-0296.

LOWERY ORGANS.
Storey and Clark piano.
Special sale. Reed
Music, Road 58 between
Benton-Ma}rfield, turn
at Harvey. Call 527-8955.

CONRAD'S PIANOS Organs, Kimball and
Baldwin, Lowery - Story
and Clark. Largest
selection in Western
Kentucky, 753-1424,
Olympic Plaza, Murray,
Ky.

THINK
Winter is
Coming!
NOW is one of the best hies to
spray under and around tow
home, bugs, spiders, all kids of
insects and pests ere lookig lee
a place to hibernale-mder your
home Its warm, they are out ol
the bad weather -wed beam
101"
,
-sac-

oviami oporatod
is Calloway Co.
remoter

WANT TO RENT 2 or 3
bedroom duplex or
home. Have references.
Call 753-4080.
32 Apattments For Rent
FURNISHED
ONE
bedroom apartment for
student. Gas heat.
Available January 1.
Call 753-3143.
ONE BEDROOM furnished apartment on
Highway 121. Next to
fairgrounds. Call 7533139.
ONE BEDROOM furnished apartment near
downtown Murray. Call
753-4109.

24 Miscellaneous
CUSTOM MATTRESS
made any size for antique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all
mattresses,
Healthopedic or foam.
WEST KY. MATTRESS,
1136 Southard,Paducah,
Phone 1443-7323.

SoopiIPN

FTVE YOUNG cows will
have calves in spring
and one milk cow. Call
753-4010.

Phone 753.3914

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
100 South 136

MURRAY
MANOR
APARTMENTS. All
electric.
Stove,
refrigerator, and water
furnished. One and two
bedroom apartments.
Available now. Call 7538668.

38 Pets

It
it
it
it
it

TWO
BEAUTIFUL
Pekingese puppies. One
tiny Toy Poodle. Call
after 7 p.m. 7534469.

This is e
Christmas Gift
That will live with you in
life and M memory
forever.
This galont, handsome
breed has long been the
favorite of Royalty for
centuries This beautiful
speciman that doesn't
shed, is o faithful watchdog and is very gentle
with children.
pups
Seven
now, all
available
registered and guaranteed against disease and
sickness These pets will
odd beauty to any home,
as all corns from a long
line of international
champion show dogs

1t
10% Off te
e
SHOES
BALLS
BAGS

Corvette
Lanes

tt

t
t
t
t

it40

753-2202
ft ft frel. r.t 1-6

By Spartus

Member

ottlivvirrizzratzTrinnzinno
Murray Paint & osta

Hobby Center
- Estes Rockets & Accessories
Balsa Wood Airplane Models

(4):
447
44typs)

i
att

H.O. Train Sets & Accessories
Macrame Kits & Supplies

at$et,
ft)

And Much More!
Wallpaper 8 Accessories
Are Also Available

PENDULUM CLOCK
Authentic reproduction of antique Pillar-andScroll clock. Grained woodtone cabinet; hinged
front crystal door. 18" tall.

MURRAY HOME 14 AUTO STORE

et

74.17,/aAar

Call: 753-7363

kaaaattatutatutztattaztatt/
Planning a Chrisrmas Party? De
Vantis can help .you. our dining room
can be nzade available to you for \our
own private party . . (MN' time aftt,r
8:00 p. at. If e iiII reset-1w our entire
dining room for vou.

Call

ene
l t\rm
ti's
753-1.31
‘for
help St ill hare the best
details. Ir e
(:Itristmas part V ever.

's
1Wa
rEle
Steak and Pizza
House
1201 Chestnut
753-1314

Reduction
Sale
Girls 8. Boys Western

Ohen• 7322371
IS

Sundor

4
lasacsaismasisdscsa,t,
„ Many Styles to

Choose From
1Shirt & Jean Sets Aikn
,
W/o OFF
All
Leather Coats
Turquoise
40% OFF
Jewelry
Namebrand 40%

Jeans

The Lancaster Electric

830 8 Dad,
Chestnut Street

1415 Main St.

er

Bonk of Murray

Call 753-2975

NOW
$999

26 Nov. - 24 Dec.'76

Will Hold For Xmas
Lay-Aways

TODAY

614 S. 4th Street

HIDDEN
VALLEY
Kennels. AKC miniature
Schnauzers, one male
pup left. Cropped and
shots. Make Christmas
grooming and boarding
reservations now. Call
435-4481.

Quantities
Limited

ir
it

CHRISTMAS CLUB

Supplies

;6-ettstri.etrill.metet,41,611- 4*****************
tt
Pre
BARGAIN
t Christmas tir
of the MONTH
t,
g,.c
tt
Sale
it

OPEN YOUR

30 Bus ress Rentals

I. Want To Rent
ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760
day or night.

FOR LEASE - Building,
20 x 60 on 305 N.4th. Call
753-5881.
37 1-0--L-tixM

MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.

205 S 5th

22 Musical

TWO BEDROOM BRICK
house, furnished,
available Dec. 20-Jan. 1,
ten miles out.
TWO BEDROOM house in
New Providence, 10
miles out, available
now.
TWO
BEDROOM
GARAGE APARTMENT in town, full
living quarters upstairs,
utility and double
garage down, available
mid-Jan.
References and deposit
required on each.
Married couples only
with no children or pets.
Call 492-8594 after 5:30 p.
m.

Be Prepared
for
Christmas 1977

36 For Rent Or Lease

29 Mobile Home Rentals

G. E.- RANGE, $60.
Refrigerator, $85. Good
condition. Call after, 5,'
753-9896.
11. Vacuum Cleaners

1973 TOWN HOUSE, 12 x
72, living room, den with
a bar, 2 bedrooms, bath
and kitchen. All carpeted throughout except
kitchen. Intercom. Call
436-5455 or 436-2240.
12 x 54 GRANVILLE,
central heat. House type
windows,"air condition,
excellent condition. Call
after 5:00 753-0093.

TAPPAN portable dish/
2
washer. Used only 71
months.
Very
reasonable. Call 7535685.

314 Main 753-0123

HOUSE FOR RENT starting December 20,
for spring semester and
possibly longer. ,Large;
unfurnished home in
neighborhood,
good
within walking distance
of campus. Three
bedroom, plus full
apartment on lower
level. Renter may sublet
lower apartment at own
discretion. Call 753-0982
or 762-2504.

1973 12 x 60 Criterion,
-underpinned, concrete
steps, back porch, air
condition, gas hest, and
stove. $6200. Call 7535807.

THREE CUSHION sofa.
Good condition. $50. Call
753-7481.

Twin Lakes

CHRISTMAS SALE on all
1977 Zenith TV's and
stereos.. One year free
service on all sets.
Sissions Zenith Sales,.
Cuba, Ky. Call 382-2426.
Open Sundays 1-5, Daily
7-6.

27 Mobile Home Sales

Furches Jewelry

FRIGIDAIRE washer
G.E.
and
dryer.
refrigerator and stove.
4.11 Harvcst Gold. Call
753-7425.

TWO BEDROOM brick
veneer, unfurnished.
Call 753-8080 or 753-3579.

.INGS

RECOSTFREO

16. Home Furnishings

12" COLOR T.V. Used 7
months. Perfect condition. $135 firm. Call
753-8382 after 4.

STEREO, G.E. record
player and 2 speakers,
used occasionally, good
condition. $59.00. 1668
Ryan.

Keepsake

POTS AND PANS getting
old?
Need
new
waterless stainless steel
cookware. Call now 7534014.

USED FURNITURE.
Buy, sell, refinish, and
reupholster. Kirksey
Used Furniture, 4892752.

34 Houses For Rent

26 Ili R low

15 ArtIcles For Sale

OFF -

Men's
Reg. $150.00
Suits

$50"

40% OFF
Dingo & Frye
BOOS Reg. $65.00

$29"& $3599

. Men's
Reg. $85.00 ;

Vernon's
Sport coats ;Western Store
3
1-41 S
Sun.
$3500 34 9-97sWeekdays
sPions
9$11

OFF
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43 Real E,tdte

Tree of Life

ROBERTS REALTY your leader in sales for
1976 needs your listings.
Call 753-1651, if you are
interested in selling
your property.

Dixieland Center
7534461

Layaway Now
For Christmas

,

Salton Peanut Butter Machine $2995
Salton Yogurt Maker

$1296

Happy Baby Baby Food Grinder
Jacks Food Dehydrater
Acme Juicerator model 5000
Acme Juicerator Model 7000

20% Off
• 15% Off

$4"
$4995
512995
969'5

All Items When
You Pay by Cash

All Items When Using
. Master Charge or Ban kamericard

Hears: Deily 1:013-6:00
Friday it:00-11:00
Sonikays

Jerrie Parkins, Owner

38 Pt

43 Real Estate

FOR CHRISTMAS ARC
registered miniature
Dachshunds. Three
males, four females.
Call 753-5647.
43 Real
THREE BEDROOM
/
2
BRICK home with 11
baths, formal livingdining room, family
room with beautiful
marble fireplace, new
carpeting throughout,
built-in kitchen with
dishwasher. Located 6
miles West of Murray,
on 2 acres with new
storage building, small
pond and stable for
horses. Mid 30's. Call
435-4566.

SELL YOUR FARM
through
KOPPERUD
REALTY, 711 Math. We
have had many inquiries
regarding all types of
farm land and acreage
tracts. If you have a
farm or acreage tract tq
sell, contact Kopperud
Realty 753-1222. Also if
you have been wanting
to purchase acreage,
contact us for an update
on properties listed for
sale in Calloway County.
We at KOPPERUD
REALTY provide a
complete range of Real
Estate Service. Phone
us today.

3-5-10 Speed 8, Moto-Cross

Bikes

Until Christmas

Specializing In All

Bike Repair

753-0388

75 ACRE tract near
Kentucky Lake. This
land is ideal for cattle or
horse farm-all fenced
with
good
ponds,
modern stable with
water and electricity,
other outbuildings on
beautiful rolling land.
Brick 2 bedroom home
with fireplace, central
electric heat and air,
and 3 car carport
overlooks countryside
with
lovely
view.
Reasonably priced so
phone us at KOPPERUD REALTY, 7531222, for more information on this choice
property.
TWO ACRES OF land
east of Almo on blacktop
road. Call 753-4418.

2 Acres
Block - stvcce, 2 bedroom
has unfinished upstairs neer
lake. Only $14,000.00
Nomie Farm
5 acres boo good brick home
with 3 bedrooms, one both
and 16 it 40 Neck 20 x 30
metal out building with elec•
tricity and water. Only
$32,000.00
2 lot In City
Brick veneer, 3 bedroom,
study, 2 utilities, 2 car car.
port. Located N. 17th for
$34,000,00.
Wilson Ins,4 Real Estate
753-3263 Anytime

Christmas Lay-Away
We'll Store Your Purchase

*Complete tine of Parts
8, Accessories
•Back Packs • Book Rocks

Dixieland Center, Chestnut Street

SIX ROOM frame house
with 2 acres at Almo.
Phone 753-7494 day, 7539378 or 753-7263 evening.
MUST SELL: 5 room
house, 5 acres, good
well. 88500. Call 436-2290
after 5 p. m.

Sale
Candles

ACTION

Olives frent
MN*816.00

liurkinghain - Ray tn.
Dixie:nib &flirr iliurrag. tenturkg
Open Friday Night
til 8:00

.Sunday Afternoon
1-5

BY OWNER: 7 room
house with carport and
garage, brick and rock
.exterior on 51a acres
with 600' Highway
frontage, 4 miles north
of Murray on Highway
641. Three bedrooms,
1'2 bath, full basemen(
with kitchen, gas central
heat and air, 40' x 60'
body shop. Price $60,000.
Call 753-5618.
47.Motorcycles
30 IN. 'HIGH trail mini
bike. Great Christmas
gift. Good price. Call
753-7327.

FOUR WHEEL DRIVE
Jeep Waguneer, 69
V-8,
350
model,
automatic transmission,
power brakes, steerinq,
air conditioning, new
jumbo tires, white spoke
wheels. Extra nice. Call
753-8385
1970 4 x 4 Jeep pickup
8,000 pound, PTO winch
and topper. $1700. Call
753-5847
1970 VW Type 3, low
mileage. Automatic
transmission. Good
tires. Good condition.
Call 753-6103 after 4:00.

20%

SMALL TOY Poodle
puppies. White and
apricot. AKC registered,
have shots and wormed.
Call Paris, 901-642-4053
or 642-5217.
49 Used Cars & Trucks

46 Homes For Sale

1966 INTERNATIONAL
pickup, automatic for
sale or trade for good
used car. Call 437-4526.

THREE BEDROOM
home on large shaded
corner lot. Must sell due
to death. Call 753-2517.

1974 DODGE VAN, excellent condition. Will
trade for Datsun pickup.
Call 753-8538.

Candles

1963 FORD customized
van, mug wheels, 8
track stereo. Must see to
appreciate. Call 4928441.
1912 PONTIAC Lemans
Sport Convertible. 53,000
Actual miles. In extra
good condition. $2350.00.
Phone 354-6217.

1972 PORSCHE 914,53,000
miles. Call 767-2840,

WI HAVE ALMOST EVRITIIING If NOT WI CAN GET RI
SCHOOLS & CLUBS WELCOME

•

the green door •
753-0859

00

Come & See The
Latest in Macrame Jewelry.
We have them already made or as always you
can do if yourself.

Dixieland Center

re
41rjgt weia•rt

FIREWOOD: CUT to
order. Also split rail
fences. Will deliver. Call
evenings 901-247-5569.

AND
PAINTING
paperhanging by the
hour or job. Free
estimate. Call 753-8343.

TP-727
lawn 111MA MTN MOM FUTINU
Separate fie, and i•eb,
• w.One,S...0
last
4L(L.Me.!.0

Repeat

IN.In5a4 P,avals CMote,.

WILL
DO
tobacco •
stripping. Call 436-5836. 1
GLASS REPAIR WORK
for storm windows and
doors. Window glass,
mirrors, and auto glass
replacement. M and G
Complete
Glass,
Shopping
Dixieland
Center, 753-0180.
CONLAKELAND
STRUCTION backhoe
work in Bas wood.
Panorama Shores area.
White rock delivered
anywhere. Call Ross,
436-2505.
B-J WILSON Trucking
Dozer, gravel and dirt
Call 474-8854, 527-1969, or
527-1315.

ALUMINUM SIDINGS,
vinyl siding, aluminum -ELECTRICIAN. Trouble
shooting, specialty. Call
or
vinyl awnings,
Aluminum SerVIrrrerr-MTITITHarmon,753-4484.
Call 4924647.
ELECTRICAL REPAIR
of electric heat, air
ELECTRICAL WIRING
condition, appliances,
home and industrial, air
water puri1W: water
conditioning, and
heaters and wiring. 30
refrigeration, plumbing
Years experience. Call
and heating. Call 474436-5676.
8841 or-753-7203.

Dixieland
Shopping Center
Chestnut St.

753-0113
Steve & Moms 1.11

„I Services Offered

51. Services Offered

LICENSED gLECTRICIAN prompt efficient service. NO job
too small. Call Ernest
White,753-0605.

ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760,
day or night.

INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.

WET BASEMENT? We
make wet. basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.

FENCE SALES AT
SEARS_ now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for
free estimates for your
needs.

GENERAL BACKHOE
work, white gravel,
bank gravel. Call 4362306.
,

PAINTING interior and
exterior. Texture ceiling
and sheetrock finishing.
Call Ralph Worley, 7530708.

CARPET CLEANING
very
experienced,
reasonable rates,
references,
free
estimates. Quick drying.
Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.

GUTTERING
BY
SEARS, Sears seamless
gutters installed per
your specifications. Call
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.

PAINTING, EXTERIOR
and interior, new and
'old work, with years pf
back experience, free
estimates. Call 437-4534.

DOZER, LOADER,
backhoe work. Grading,
and
hauling,
bushhogging. Free
estimates. Call 436-2382.

HAVING TROUBLE
getting 'those 'small
plumbing jobs done?
753-6614..
Then

CUSTOM HAY bailing
and ,custom combining.
Call.753:8090.

MOBILE HOME anchors,
underpinning,
aluminum awning, and
roofs sealed. Call
evenings, 753-1873, Jack
Glover.

WHY PANT? Let Glover
Wilson
put
and
aluminum siding and
trim on your house.,Also
awnings and carports.
Call 753-1873.

The tit*
Dixieland Shopping
Center
753-9696

Lay-A-Way Now
For Christmas

ET.1
TOYS FOR EVERYONE
Free
Gift Wrapping
Free
Assembly
You can own this 2-level, brick lakefront home in
Lakeway Shores. It features 3 bdrrns., 2 haths,_
dining, living room with fireplace, dishwasher,
stove and refrigerator. Many extras. $38,500.
Write or cull John Smith Gallery 9f Homes, Rt. No. 1,
Gilbertsville, KY 42044, 362-4224 or nights call Judy
Krouse, Benton, 527.8967.

101 Mon. thru Sat
1-5 Sunday YU Christmas
411*.c
1.1g4S.•‘e2- 03,(rd•g.

g717;7117V2771-4117211T111173V714720 grITTIVIIT/V171713111MTIVT/V17111
i;

Are You

Lonely?

Need A Friend
Then come on in to Fancy Plants and
v adopt a plant. It'll grow on you.

r

t Blueberry Patch
it

te) pc

Joel)
Phone
\

:

1968 TOYOTA hardtop,
automatic, $250.00.
Phone 354-6217.

VIII It

(L

ieland Shopping Center
753-96U

:211411

I 'mu- 1,1

Ilp 1,11
tilf el\

1973 I. H. Scout 11 (2 x 4,
power steering, power
brakes, ,automatic
trans., positraction and
luggage rack. 304. cubic
inch. V-8. 82495. Call 4362136 after 4 p.m.

UPHOLSTERING
custom and specializing.
in antiques. Call 7530493.

FOR YOUR SEPTIC
TANK and backhoe
work needs call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586.

1969
RAMBLER
Ambassador, steering,
brakes and air. pop.
Call 753-8487.

50 Campers
OPEN NIGHTS TIE 9:00 P.M.
SUN. 1-5

41-e ei

NEED TREES cut or
firewood. Call 753-4707.

Chestnut Street

Gifts for Children.
Sesame Street Sheets are reduced 25%. See
our "Dirty Kids Headquarters"... Soaps, shampoos, bubble baths, lotions, puppet wash
mits, finger paints for the bath, Dirty Kids
Clubhouse, Silly Soapy Sands, and Village Varmits, plus decorative pillows for boys ancrgirls
rooms, and novelty pillows too. Come See
Me

PIONEER ELECTRONICS OF AMERICA

1972 GRAND TORINO,
power steering, air
condition, stereo AMFM, vinyl roof. Call 7530738.

Expires Dec. 10

et.

KIRBY CARPET CARE
clean rugs of all kinds.
In business, homes, and
institution rugs come
steam
clean
by
cleaning.
Free
estimates. 24 hour answering service, 500
Maple 753-0359.

PIONEER

1972 DATSUN pickup.
Excellent condition. Call
753-5561

VW
SUPER
1973
BEETLE, clean, one
owner. $1300. Cap 7538179 after 6 p.m.

Off

We're Different ..Usispos...And Very Neel Timbrf

_ROY HARMON'S Carpenter
Shop.
Professionals. Building,
remodeling, repairing.
Call 753-4124, South 4th
Street, next to Drive-In
Theatre.

DOZER. WORK - small
size ideal for leveling,
spreading backfilling.
Call 753-7370 or 753-7570.

1974 V.W. Super Beetle,
50,000 miles. $1700. Call
753-3185

48 Automotive Service

Good With Coupon

ofSI selection ol
*Candle books
candle supplies.
*Candle Kits
*Carolina candles •Coinn49. gem,
*Union candles
wicking, molds

753-7701

FOR A FREE estimate
on all stump removal.
Contact K and S Stump
Removal, 435-4343 • or
1978 FORD PICKUP. 753-9490.
Automatic, small V-8,
$1,050. 1969 Chevrolet DRIVEWAYS WHITE
Impala,automatic,$450.
rocked and graded. Free
Call 489-2595.
estimates. Call Clifford
Garrison 753-5429.
1968 FORD CUSTOM
mechanically sound,
good tires, good work WILL DO inside or outcar. Call 489-2394.
side painting and small
carpentry work. Phone
1976 GRAND PRIX,
527-9959.
13,000 miles, show room
clean, full power. AMCERAMIC
TILE
FM,landau top. Call 753bathrooms, Quarry,
6822 7 a.m.to 5 p.m.
slate, mirrors, shower
doors, paver tile and
brick work. Call James
Hamilton 753-8500.

The DRIVING GLOVE WIT14 AMAZING

t

Sale
Candles

1974 MUSTANG II Ghia,
low miles. One owner.
Clean. Call 753-1603.

Iso'fonr
t,

1623 LOCH LOMOND roomy 2 story 4
bedroom, 2 bath brick
with carport fenced
yard, electric wall heat,
carpeting, and kitchen
appliances. 16' x 18'
outdoor workshop. Welllandscaped lot with
several fruit trees. Call
753-8080 or come by 105
N. 12th, BOYD MAJORS
REAL ESTATE.

Spoke &
Pedal

51 SeryiceN Offered

JUST LISTED unique 4
bedroom showcase
offering Williamsburg
Decor of elegance and BY OWNER - spacious
older home, good conwarmth - enticing
dition, adjoining MSU
features include 2
campus. Call 753-9799.
fireplaces, 4 baths, rec.
room with cooking
facilities, built-in kit- HOUSE AND 3.3 acres on
chen with indirect
280..
Highway
lighting, workshop for
Approximately 5 miles
Dad, play room for
from Murray. Call 753children, craft room for
2204 after 2 p. m.
Mom - privacy abounds
the two secluded walled
patios surrounded by
two acres of trees - floor
plan, ideal for- family- with teenagers or live in
inlaws - will consider
trade. Guy Spann
Realty, 901 Sycamore,
753-7724.

FOR ALL YOUR insurance or real estate
needs. Call Wilson
Insurance and Real
Estate, 753-3263, Across
from Post Office.

SIXTEEN ACRES for
sale by owner, rolling
woodland near Kentucky Lake. Over 500 ft.
frontage on county road.
Can be financed. Call R.
A. Morris,436-2473.

46 Homes For Sale
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16' TRAILER, camper.
sleeps six. Call 753-4904.
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Deaths and Funerals

I

J. L Wofford Is

Services Held For

Mrs. Melas Linn

Funeral Conducted

Dead At Age 60;

Miss Eva Perry

Dies; Funeral Is

For Chastene Stone Dead At Age 77

Rites Tuesday
James Leonard Wofford of
Mayfield Route Four, brother
of Miss Lucille Wofford of
Murray, died Sunday at 11:45
a. m. at the Madison County
Hospital, Jackson, Tenn.
He was 60 years of age and
was self employed in the dry
cleaning business in Nashville, Tenn. Born September
28, 1916, in Stewart County,
Term., he was the son of the
late James Wilbur and Lillie
Wofford. He was a member of
the United Methodist Church.
Mr. Wofford is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Ocye Brown
Sills Wofford, to whom he was
married June 4, 1934; two
daughters, Mrs. Ehrry
Edwards, Humboldt, Term.,
and Mrs. Jo Cele Earhart,
Jackson, Tenn.; two sons,
James
Sills
Wofford,
Brighton, Mich., and Ronald
Wofford, Nashville, Tenn.;
sister, Miss Lucille Wofford,
Murray; eleven grandchildren; one great grandchild.
The funeral will be held
Tuesday at one p. m.at LeDon
Chapel, Ridgeway Morticians,
Paris, Tenn., with burial in the
Wofford Cemetery in Stewart
County, Term.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.

Mrs. Eva Burkeen
Dies Friday With
Rites On Sunday
Mrs. Eva Burkeen, age 90,
died Friday afternoon at the
Westview Nursing Home,
Murray. She was the wife of
Webb Burkeen who died in
1942.
The deceased was a
member of the Palestine
United Methodist Church.
Born August 24, 1886, in
Calloway County, she was the
daughter of the late Hugh
Ross and Mary Filbeck Ross.
Mrs. Burkeen is survived by
one daughter, Mrs. Lola
Jones, and two sons, Leon
Burkeen and James Hugh
Burkeen, all of Dexter Route
One; one sister, Mrs. Pierce
Holland, Detroit, Mich.;
sixteen
grandchildren;
twenty-two great grandchildren; four great great
grandchildren.
' Funeral services were held
Sunday at three p. m. at the
chapel of the Linn Funeral
Home, Benton, with the Rev.
Steve Shappard and the Rev.
Julian Warren officiating.
Pallbearers were Charles,
Eugene, Jim, and Billy
Burkeen,Tommy McKendree,
and Roy Ross. Burial was in
the Jeffrey Cemetery in
Calloway County.

MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who hero not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Norm lodger I.
Times by 5:30 p. m. Monday-.
es se Senor.

Friday or by

days ere urged to cell 7531916
between 5:30 p. m. ond 6 p. m.,
Mendey-friary,.. or 3:30 p. m.
sod 4p. et. Setordets, to insert
delivery of the newspaper. GUS
melt be pieced by 6 p. oi. weeh.
days or 4 p. a. Wortley' to
georeittes delivery.

Funeral services for Miss
Eva Perry of Hazel were held
Saturday at eleven a. m. at the
chapel of the Miller Funeral
Home with the Rev. James
Garland officiating and Mrs.
Oneida White providing the
music.
Serving as pallbearers were
Ray Lassiter, Jack Newport,
William
Byars,
Arlis
Milstead, Leland Strader, and
Joe Adams. Burial was in the
Hazel Cemetery....
Miss Perry, age 93, died
Thursday at eight p. m. at the
Westview Nursing Home,
Murray. She was a member of
the Hazel Baptist Church and
resided with her sister, Mrs.
Mary Turnbow, Hazel, who
survives • along with four
nephews, 0. B., Tom,and Bob
Turnbow, and James Marshall Overcast.

Burial Rites Held
For Mr. Trevathan
Burial rites for the remains
of Cecil Beale Trevathan,
native of Calloway County,
were held Saturday at Strow
Cemetery in Marshall County
by the Linn Funeral Home of
Benton.
Mr. Trevathan, age 81, died
October 24 at Englewood,
Colo., and services were held
October 26 with the body being
cremated there.
The deceased was born
October 17, 1895, at Wadesboro
in Calloway County, and was
the son of the late Louis and
Lela Beale Trevathan. He
retired as a legal agent for the
N. C. & St. L. Railroad at
Bruceton, Tenn., on July 1,
1958, where he remained until
1973 when he moved to
Colorado.
Mr. Trevathan was married
to the former Laura Eley of
Benton. He is survived by one
son, James Trevathan and two
grandchildren, Rebecca and
Marcus Trevathan, Littleton,
Colo., and two brothers,
Talbot Trevathan of San
Diego, Calif., and Frank
Trevathan of Gallup, N. M.

Raymond Ingram's
Funeral Services
Held On Sunday
The final rites for Raymond
N. Ingram, age 18, were held
Sunday at two p. m. at the
chapel of the Linn Funeral
Home, Benton, with the Rev.
Fred Alexander and the Rev.
Denton officiating. Burial was
in the Marshall County
Memory Gardens.
Mr. Ingram died Thursday
about six a. m. at his home at
North 16th Street and Highway 121 Bypass, Murray. He
was a freshman at Murray
State University and a
member of the New Hope
Baptist Church in Marshall
County.
The young man was born
August 9, 1958, to Clara
Edwards Ingram, who survives, and Frederick R.
Ingram who died in October
1974.
Survivors are his mother,
Mrs. Clara Edwards Ingram,
and brother, Frederick
Matthew
Ingram,
206
Woocllawn, Murray; grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
Raymond Edwards, jBenton,
Mrs. Mary Hart, Middletown,
Ohio,and Rupert Ingram.

THINK ABOUT IT!
By KENNETH IMES
How old is old? A 5 year old may think grandma is
old at 45. Grandma, perhaps herself showing signs of
gray, rarely refers to her gay mother at 65 as old, or
even getting old. When obituaries show names of friends age 65 to 70, often you hear,"Gee, he wasn't so old."
At age 80, one often hears,"getting up there in years."
Clothes are made to make one look young (excepting
certain styles at times ). Cosmetics create a youthTul
glow from head to toe. Wrinkle erasers (do they really
work?), can be bought. These are physical fallacies
about age to support another fallacy,"you are as old as
you feel." So again, how old is old?
General Douglas MacArthur, at age 75, answered it
this way: "Nobody grows old by merely living a number of years. People grow old only by deserting their
ideals. Years may wrinkle the skin but to give up interest wrinkles the soul." Come to think of it, his
definition is good advice..(Incidentally, we like advice
from time to time, Whether you agree or disagree with
what you read here, write to us any time you wish. ).

J. H. Churchill Funeral Home
201 South 3rd
753-2411

Being Held Today

Mrs. Melas Linn
Mrs. Melas ( Nina Mae)
Linn of 104 South 14th Street,
Murray, died Saturday at 8:15
p.m. at the Westview Nursifig
Home. She was 94 years of age
and had been active, maintaining her own home, until
she became ill in September.
The Murray woman was the
oldest living member of the J.
g. Williams Chapter of the
United Daughters of the
Confederacy. She was a
member of the First Baptist
C'hurch, Fidelis Sunday School
Class and Baptist Women of
the same church, and of the
Arts and Crafts Club.
She was preceded in death
by her husband, Melas Linn,
on April 2, 1967. Born May 9,
1882, in Fulton County, she
was the daughter of the late
William
Maddox
and
'Margaret Clark Maddox.
Mrs. Linn is survived by
three daughters, Mrs. Mac
Thomas (Louise) Tarry, 1510
Sycamore Street, Murray,
Mrs. Ed (Frances Helen)
Bradley, Evansville, Ind., and
Mrs. George (Rachel) Wilson,
Louisville; six grandchildren,
Margaret Ann Zieba, Rebecca
Jane Barr, Shirley Hays,
Edward Bradley, George R.
. Wilson,. Jr., and Steven Linn
Wilson; eight great grandchildren.
The funeral is being held
today at two p.m. at the chapel
of the J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home with the Rev. Dr. Bill
Whittaker officiating and Gus
Robertson, Jr., providing the
music.
Active pallbearers are
Eugene Tarry, Preston Ty
Holland, Stanford Andrus,
Allen McCoy, Vernon Shown,
and Judge James Lassiter.
Honorary pallbearers are
Paul
Mansfield, Ewen
Allbritten, Vernon Stubblefield, Jr., Lawrence
Farmer, Larry Doyle, Clint
Skaggs, and members of the
Fidelis Sunday School Class
and the J. N. Williams
Chapter of the UDC. Burial
will be in the Murray City
Cemetery.

Rupert Anderson
Dies On Thursday
Word has been received of
the death of Rupert Anderson
who died Thursday morning at
Long Beach, California, where
he had made his home for the
past forty years.
He was 77'years of age and
originally from Calloway
County. Services are being
held at Long Beach today.
Survivors include his wife,
Alice, four children, and two
sisters, Mrs. Ruby Tinsley,404
North Fifth Street, Murray,
and Mrs. Edith Cohoon, 206
South Sixth Street, Murray.

Rites On Saturday
For Mrs. Herron

Funeral services for
Chastene Stone of the Lynn
Grove community were held
Saturday at 2:30 p. m. at the
Salem Baptist Church, where
he was a member, with the
Rev. Virgil Blankenship officiating. Music was by Denise
Howard, organist, and Ronnie
Hardison, soloist.
Pallbearers were Joe Pat
Winchester, Bobby Fain, Luck
Burt, Hugh Foster, GoLdon
Crouch, and James rain.
Burial was in the Salem
with
Cemetery
the
arrangements by the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home.
Mr. Stone, age 61, died
Thursday at 9:55 p. m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was a farmer and
born April 19, 1915, to the late
Witt Stone of Calloway
County, and Zula Etheridge
Stone, who survives.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Anna Bell Rogers Stone,
Murray Route One; mother,
Mrs. Stone, Dexter; one
daughter,
Mrs.
Bobby
(Shirley) Lamb, and two
grandchildren, Danny and
Darren Lamb, Murray Route
One; two sisters, Mrs. Wes
(Abolene) Jones, Dexter, and
Mrs. Robert (Dorothy)
Doody, Mayfield.

Final Rites Today
For Mrs. Moore

R. A. Matheny Is
The funeral for Robert Allen
Matheny of Greenfield Highway, Dresden,Tenn., was held
Saturday at two p. m. at the
chapel of the Alexander
Funeral Home, Dresden,
Term., with the Rev. Atlas
Brewer officiating. Burial was
in the Sunset Cemetery at
Dresden, Term.
M,r. Matheny, age 77, died
Thursday night at his home.
He was a retired factory
worker and a member of the
United Methodist Church.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Alice Baker Matheny,
Dresden, " Tenn.;
two
d4ighters, Mrs. Jerry (Joy)
RTggs, Dresden, Term., and
Mrs. James ( Mary Frances)
Draker, Eaton Rapids, Mich.;
one son, Jerry Matheny,
Dresden, Term.; three sisters,
Mrs. Loyd Pritchett of Dexter,
Mrs. Noah Pace and Mrs. Roy
Thorn, both of Almo; two
brothers, William and Russell
Matheny, both of Paris,
Tenn.; eleven grandchildren;
two great grandchildren.

Mrs. Myers Dies
Local Hospital;
Rites Held Today

Mrs. Christine Myers of
Puryear, Tenn., died Sunday
at two a. m. at the MurrayFinal rites- for Mrs. Ruth Calloway County Hospital.
Gunter Moore are being held She was 58 years of age.
today at one p.m. at the
She was married February
Aldersgate United Methodist 5, 1941, to W. T. (Tink) Myers
Church, Paducah, with the and he preceded her in death
Rev. Herman Choate of- on October 16, 1975. Born June
ficiating.
13, 1918, in Henry Coluity,
Serving as pallbearers are Tenn., she was the daughter of
Harold Hamilton, Ernest the late James Clearon
Rirssell, James Donovan, Vandyke and Jane Elizabeth
Glenn Kinney, Charles Salomon Vandyke. She was a
Cooper, and Edwin Rudolph. member of the Puryear
Burial will be in the South Utlited Methodist Church.
Pleasant Grove Cemetery in
Survivors are one son,
Calloway County.
Thomas Rondall Myers,
Mrs. Moore, age 75, Jackson Puryear, Term.; three sisters,
House,
Paducah, died Mrs. Mildred Mann, Paris,
Saturday at 11:10 a.m. at the Tenn., Mrs. Mattie D.
Western Baptist Hospital, Chappell, Cayce, S. C., and
Paducah. She was a retired Mrs. Myerl Thompson,
employe of the former Puryear, Tenn.; two brothers,
Southern Textile Company Edward Vandyke, Paris,
and a member of the Alder-, Term., and Walter Vandyke,
sgate Church where she had Truth or Consequences,N. M.
taught Sunday School for
The funeral. is being held
many years.
today at two p. m. at Le,Don
She is survived by a sister-- Chapel, Ridgeway Morticians,
in-law, Mrs. Ruth Gunter, Paris, Term., with the Rev.
Paducah; a niece, Mrs. Quincy Scruggs and the Rev.
Edwina Madison, Paducah; Julian Welch officiating.
an aunt, Mrs. Amelia Ervin, Burial will be in the Puryear
Paducah.
City Cemetery. '

Father Of Murray
Woman Dies With
Funeral Today
Harry R. Sublett, Jr., father
of Mrs. Sue Hopkins of
Murray, died Saturday at 1:45
a.m. He was pronounced dead
on arrival at the Fulton
Hospital after having been
stricken ill at his home on
Hickman Route Four.
The deceased was 50- years
of age and died of an apparent
heart attack.
Funeral services were held
this morning at ten o'clock at
the chapel of the Hopkins and
Brown Funeral Home, Clinton, with the Rev. John Britt
and the Rev: Gerald Hattie
officiating. Burial was in the
Rush Creek Cemetery.
Mr. Sublett is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Dortha Jean
Sublett; two sons, Harry R.
Sublett III, Martin, Tenn., and
Bobby Wade Sublett, Hickman; one daughter, Mrs. Sue
Hopkins, Murray; five sisters,
Mrs. Martha Sue Birk and
Mrs. Juanita Ballance,
Decatur,. Ill., Mrs. Mary
Bellew, Crutchfield, Mrs.
Margaret Gambill, Fulton,
and Miss Agnes Sublett, Rickman;.i one brother, Henry
Sublett, Fullerton, Calif.: one
grandchild.

The funeral for Mrs. T. S.
Herron of Hazel was held
Saturday at 2:30 p. m. at the
Hazel United Methodist
Church, where she was a
member, with the Rev. Archie
Morrison officiating and Dr.
Jack Winter as organist.
Federal State Market News
Pallbearers were Dee 1'ecember6,
1976
Lamb, Jack Roach, John Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Report Includes 8 Buying Station
Latimer, L. R. Alton, Leland Receipts: Act, 1413
Est. 500 R."
Strader, and Russ Taylor. Gilts ‘11 to 50 higher Sows .5•I •
higher*
Burial was in the cemetery at US 1-2 200-230 lbs
Trezevant, Term., with the US 1-3 200-240 lbs.
US 2-4240-200 lbs.
arrangements by the Miller US
3-4 260-50 lbs.
Sows
Funeral Home of Hazel.
US 1-2 270-350 lbs
Mrs. Herron, age 88, died US 1-3 300-450 lbs
Thursday at 3:30 p. m. at her US I-345641501bs.
US 2-3 300-50016s
home-in Hazel.She is survived Boars
81510-16.50
by one daughter, Miss Ann
Herron, Hazel, and one sister,
Michael Faraday
• Mrs. Lillian Fewlass, Denver, the electric dynaino devk 1"pod
in 18.3:
"eolo:

Purchase Area
Hog Market

Special Program
Planned Thursday
A discussion program
sponsored by the United
Campus Ministry will be held
on the problem of coping with
death Thursday from 6:30 to
7:45 p. m. in the Hart Hall
recreation room (The Corner
Pocket) at Murray State
University.
Appearing on the panel will
be three university professors
discussing the issue from
psychological, sociological,
and religious points of view.
Dr. Ed Armstrong, Department of Sociology, Dr.
Machree Ward, Department
of Psychology and Dr. Terry
Foreman, Coordinator of
Religious Studies will serve as
panelists. Bill Fisher, senior
and
major
philosophy
member of the UCM Student
Council, will serve as
moderator.
All students are urged to
attend and to participate in
the discussion, a UCM
spokesman said.

Parliament passed the East
India Act in 1773. It granted the
English East India Co. an exclusive monopoly on the sale of
tea in the American colonies.

Huddleston, Grant To Be
Speakers At Convention
I,t0U1SVILLE—Sen. Walter
D. Huddleston andtAmerican
Farm Bureau President Allan
Grant are the featured
speakers for Kentucky Farm
Bureau's 57th annual convention, scheduled for Dec. 911, at Executive West,
Louisville.
Huddleston, Kentucky's
senior senator, will address an
All Commodity Luncheon
which opens the meeting Dec.
9. Grant, a California farmer
in his first year as head of the
nation's
largest
farm
organization, will be heard on
the Dec. 10 morning program.
Adoption of policies and
election of directors and officers will conclude the convention on Saturday.
Both of the keynote
speakers are sure to focus a
portion of their remarks on an
upcoming rewrite of general
farm program legislation by
the next Congress. Huddleston'
is a member of the Senate
Agriculture Committee, the
panel which is expected to
take the lead in writing the
farm bill, and Grant will
provide a good deal of input
during its consideration.
Key unknowns to be dealt
with during the bill's
preparation include commodity price support and loan
levels, and the possibility of
re-establishing government
controlled reserves of food and feed grains. Grant and the
Farm Bureau are sure to
oppose adoption of artificially
high support prices for crops,
and are likewise expected to
lobby vigorously against the
concept of strategic reserves.
Other highlights of the
three-day KFB meeting include five commodity conferences during the Thursday
afternoon program, and the
naming of the 1976 Outstanding Young Farmer of
Kentucky at a Friday luncheon.
The five conferences include
discussions pertaining to
tobacco, feed -grains and
soybeans, forage crops, dairy
and livestock. The pros and
cons of leasing tobacco across
county lines and a report on
the ongoing burley baling
experiment should arouse
added interest among tobacco
growers for their conference,
while a current milk pricing
war in the Louisville area may
key the dairy program.
Outstanding Young Farmer
honors will go to one of three
Kentuckians who have been
selected as finalists in this
year's statewide competition.
Either Gene Davie, Christian
County; Stephen Kelley,
Carlisle County; or Harry Lee
Morris, Shelby County, will

STOCK MARIO
Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger &
TImes by 1. M.Simon Co. are as follows.

Indus. Av. .

....... . ...... . +7.98

Airco
Am. Motors
Ashland Oil
A.T.& T.
Ford
Gen. Dynamics
Gen Motors
Gen. TIre
Goodrich
Gulf Oil
Pennwalt
Quaker Oats
Republic Steel
Singer Mfg.
Tappan
Westetri Union
Zenith Radio

28'. +'e
314 unc
311
. +L.
63 -I-4
56'. +'.
54 +L.
, .72 4-1
.
25T. +
5 -L.
281
.+
30 unc
231% +
+
81
.
181
.
2618 +1
.

Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First of Michigan, Corp., of
Murray,are as follows.
fleuhlein Inc
McDonalds Corp
Ponderosa Systems
Kimberly Clark
UnieoCarbide
W. R.Grace
Texaco
General Elec.
GAF Corp.
Georgia Pacific
Pfizer
Jim Walters
Kirsch
Disney
Franklin Mint

gell

7 -1
39.
.
55'. -"4
. 6's -.
1
414 -1
.
56 -,.
27% +Ls
.26's +L4
5014 -'4
12,
64inc
35Ls + is
27 -L-'s
1 +L4
39,
1641 +Is
54
44 '
282,
.unc

win a new lawn tractor and the
chance to represent Kentucky
in the national OYF finals in
Hawaii next month.
Kentucky Farm Bureau
President J. Robert Wade's
annual address will be heard
_during the Friday morning
followed
program,
by
presentation of distinguished
service awards to two Kenprominent
in
tuckians
agriculture.
Other convention highlights
include:
— A full slate of women's
activities, including a Ladies
Tea, a women's business
Meeting and a style revue.
— Two major youth events,
the finals of the FB King and
Queen contest and talent
competition.

Rose To
Speak At
MSU Meeting

— A legislative breakfast
on the final day of the conyention, to discuss the special
session of the state General
Assembly.
— Presentation of awards
to county Farm Bureaus, to
outstanding county newsletter
editors and to winners of the
1976 communications awards
to a writer and a broadcaster.
— Eliminations and finals
of a farm forum discussion
meet contest, where farm
youth compete through
discussions of clirrent farm
topics for the opportunity to
travel to Hawaii and participate in the American Farm
Bureau discussion meet in
January.

Honor Roll
Released At
East School

The executive secretary of
Phi
Delta
Kappa, a
The honor roll for the second
education six weeks at East Calloway
professional
fraternity, will be the prin- Elementary School has been
cipal speaker Tuesday,Dec.7, released by the principal, Bob
at a meeting of the Allen, as follows:
organization's Murray State
Sixth grade — Tina
University chapter.
Housden, Lisa Maddox,
Dr. Lowell C. Rose, Vincent Alton, Karen Roach,
Bloomington, Ind.,is expected and Janne Williams.
to discuss the identification of
Seventh grade — Ladona
current educational issues as Overby, Jay Young, Joey
well as the reorganization of Zinkovich, Christi Hale,
PDK. The meeting is set for Rhanda Key, Randy Dawson,
6:30 p.m. at the Colonial Paul Futrell, Carla Barnett,
House Smorgasbord, north of and Debbie Farris.
Murray on U.S.641.
, Eighth grade — Debbie
More than 250 superin- Hooks, Cindy Johnson, Lone
tendents, principals, higher Hale, Kelly King, Candy
education faculty members Maddox, Aleah Lamb, Kathy
and administrators as well as Bynum, Tammy Davis,
teachers on the public school Debbie Ferguson, Karen
level make up the mem- Byerly, Pattie Ross, Sharon
bership of the regional Synder, and Kim WeatherMurray State chapter, ford.
representing four states.
Special Education — Royce
Reservations should be Harris, Lisa Webb, Wade
made by contacting Jim Greer Powers, Karla Allbritten, and
in the office of the dean of the Jimmy Estep.
College of Environmental
Sciences. His telephone
number is 762-2886.
A native of Rushville, Ind.,
Dr. Rose holds two degrees
from Ball State University,
Muncie, Ind., and in 1959 was
not if you
awarded-a doctorate in school
administration by Purdue
have a
University. Before assuming
problem
hearing
.
his present responsibilities, he.
was executive secretary of the
For the person with a
hearing loss, Christmas
Indiana
School Boards
Association as well as an , can be the saddest time
of the year instead of the
associate professor in the
merriest. You feel
School of Education at Indiana
lonely, "left out" - even
University.
with those you love.
He has directed four conBut you may be able
secutive seminars to the
to hear again all the
Soviet Union, and in 1974
precious sounds of
directed a seminar to the
Christmas - carols,
People's Republic of China.
church
bells,
a
"Thank
whispered
You.'; Because today.
most hearing problems
(Continued from Page 1)
can be helped.
Murray No. 8 — Ron Cella,
Why not find out if you
Mary Ryan and Larry Kjosa.
really do have a hearing
Almo — Carl Durham,
loss...and how you, too,
Burdine Wrather and Susan
may hear again? Just
Evans.
call or come in for a free
electronic hearing test.
Faxon — Joe Dyer and C. W.
Beltone Hearing
Nance (no committeewoman
Aid Service •
was elected).
Harris Grove — Luck Burt,
Donna Jackson and Ronnie
Jackson. ,
Lynn Grove — Clayton
A HEARING
HE.
Hargrove, Violet Johnson and
Venneta Winters.
1200 Poplar St.
Coldwifter — Doug Tucker,
Benton, Ky.
Marilyn Bazzell and Mrs.
527-8463
Ruth Potts.
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